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ABSTRACT

I imi ted-capac i ty
High-affinity,
3r5r3'-triiodo-L-thyronine (T3) binding sites were detected
in cell nuclei of the trouL by both in vivo and in vitro
analysis. In isolated hepatic .nuclei there was a single
class of non-cooperative sites with a binding affinity (na)
of 7.14 X, 10s y-1. The maximal binding capacity , after
correction for site degradation and occupancy by endogenous
T3 was 135+18 fmol"(*g DNA)-1" The relative binding affinities of 16 stuctural analogues of T3 indicate that the site
is highly specific in its hormone binding requirement,s"
Parallel studies þ¡ith T4 indicate that it binds to a single
site with lower affinity (na = 1"27 X 10s M-1) than T3" The
analogue specificity is Èhe same as that of the T3 site.
These observations combined with the ability
of excess
unlabelled T3 and T4 to completely displace both labelled
T3 and T4 indicate thaÈ both hormones may bind to the same
site.
The chemical specificity of the site is similar to
that of the rat and vertebrates of other classes indicating
a high degree of evolutionary conservation. Salt-extracted
nuclear proteins from several trout tissues and the arctic
charr (Salvelinus alpinus) pituitary also showed high T3
The affinity was similar in all tissues
binding affinity.
investigated in the trout (average Ka = 2"8 x 10s M-1)

except in the erythrocytes where the Ka !{as 1 "2 X 101o M- 1 "
The T3 associat.ion and dissociation rate constants were 8.9
X 10s Lmol.hr- 1 and 0"067 hr- 1 in the liver and 1.9 x 10e

l.mol"hr-1 and 0.11 hr-1 in erythrocytes"
The maximal
binding capacities of the different tissues varied as
follows: liver , 250; gill, 1 30; kidney, 63 i brain, 30 and
erythrocytes, 1 0 fmol. (*g DNA) - r ; spleen, below detection "
In the arctic charr pituitary, the nuclear site had an
af f inity of 7 "0 X 10e ¡4- 1 and the maxirnal binding capacity
was 150 fmol. (*g DNA) - 1.
Generally similar results brere
obtained using an in vivo method, the maximal binding capacities were: liver, 67î kidney, 25; gill 6.5 fmol. (*g DNA)-1
and below detection in the spleenr 9ut and heart. The T3
af f inities v¡ere similar in t.he liver, kidney and 9i11.
The
high binding-affinity,
the chemical-specificity and the
tissue-specificity of the nuclear-T3 binding sites supports
the hypothesis that they are receptors for the hormone"
The maximal T3 binding capacity of liver nuclei was
reduced by several factors which decreased the plasma T3
levels" These factors include short term starvation and
injection of 17-ß-estradiol and ipodate" The T3 binding-affinity lras not affected. Neither binding parameter was
influenced by an above-rnaintenance dietary ration or by
experiment.ally elevated plasma T3 1eve1s" These findings
indicate that under some circumstances, changes in T3
receptor capaci.ty may influence thyroid status in the trout.
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IIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations appear in the text:

d : initial

receptor occupancy by endogenous T3
(equation 1 )

AB : assay buffer
ÀNS

ÀTPase

8-anilino-1 -naphthalene-sulf onic acid
adenosine triphosphatase

ine

cAMP

cyc 1 ic-adenos

cÐNÀ

complementary

DTT

di thi othre i tol

monophosphate

DNA

: deoxyribonuleic acid
E2 : 178-estradiol-3-benzoate
EDTA : ethylenediamine-tetraacetic acid
EGTA
ethy leneglyc o1 -b i s- ( ß-ami noethyl ethe r ) NrNrN' rN' -tetraacetic acid
FFA
free fatty acid
G
9.8 meters. secondgrowth hormone-secreting lines of cultured rat
GH1 and GH3
pituitary tumor ceIls.
DNA

2

gm

9ram

- v1r- -

GH
c[GPD

hr
r c50

growth

hormone

alpha-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase
hour

Lhe concent,ration of a thyroid hormone analogue

causing a
KD

k*

reduction of [12sr]T3 binding

kiloDaltons

association rate constant in the bimolecular
reversible binding equation, defined in
Bennet

k_

50%

(

1

978)

dissociation rate constant, in the bimolecular
reversible binding equation, defined in
Bennet (1978)

Ka

binding affinity constanL in the bimolecular
reversible binding equation, defined in
Bennet (1978)

L

liter
receptor in vitro degradation rate
constant (equation 1 )
in vitro dissociation rate of endogenous
(equation 2)

mln
r4's222
NSB

uL
mg

mo1

mmol

umole

mi nut,e

: tricaine methanesulfonate anesthetic
non-saturable binding

ter
milligram
mic ro1 i

mole
mi

1l imole

micromole
v11t

T3

pmole

picomole (10-t2moIe)

fmole

femtomole (10-lsmole)

mole"literred blood cells
messenger ribonucleic acid
parts per million
phenylmethylsulf onyl f luor ide
ribonucleic acid
spot 14 of in vitro translated total
poly A mRNÀ (Oppenheimer, 1983)
Svedberg unit
thyrox i ne ( 3 , 5 , 3 ' , 5 ' -tet ra i odo-L-thyron i ne )
D-thyrox i ne ( 3 , 5 , 3 ' , 5 ' -tet ra i odo-D-thyron i ne )
1

M

RBC
mRNA

ppm
PMSF
RNA

mRNÀ(S14)

s

'f4
D-T4
ÐL_T2

DL-3

,

5-di i odothyron ine

MIT

monoiodotyrosine

DIT

di iodotyrosine

TRI FORM

TRIAC
TETRAC

TRI PROP
TETRAPROP

T3

D-T3

rT3
TEM

TESH
TH

TSH

tri iodothyroformic acid
tri iodothyroacetic acid
tetraiodothyroacetic ac id
tri iodothyropropionic acid
tetraiodothyropropionic ac id
3, 5, 3' -tri iodo-L-thyronine
3 ,5 ,3' -tri iodo-D-thyronine
3, 3', 5' -tri iodo-L-thyronine
a buffer (see "Materials and Methods")
a buffer (see "Materials and Methods")
thyroid hormone
thy rot ropi

n
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Chapter I
ÏNTRODUCTION

Although the role of the thyroid in the teleost is not

well undersLood t.here is evidence that plasma thyroid
hormone (tH)
levels are influenced by environmental and
physiological facLors, including the Iight cycle and the
nutritional and reproductive status of the animal. There is
evidence that TH regulates somatic arowth, metabolism, and
early gonadal maturation" L-thyroxine (t¿) is the main
hormone released from the thyroid gland in the fish
(reviewed by Eales,1979)" Up to 65% of the T4 released is
converted into 3r5r3'-triiodo-L- t.hyronine (T3), Iargely by
the hepatic enzyme T4-5'-monodeiodinase (pales, 1985)" The
activity of this enzyme appears to be under physiological
regulation and it is reasonable to propose that in fishr âS
in mammals, T3 may be the active form of the thyroid hormone
(rru).

To obtain insight into the possible role of T3 in initi-

ating TH action in the responsive ceII, I have employed both
in vivo and in vitro methods to identify and characterize a
TH-binding site in cell nuclei in the rainbow trout, Salmo
qairdneri. The aim of these studies has been to investigate
the function of this site as a mediator of T3 action in the

-1

nucleus, and to determine whether the receptor properties
may change and therefore influence the actíon of TH under
different physiological condiÈions. This study has been
developed in three sequenÈiaI steps.
First, I developed an in vitro binding assay used in the
detailed study of the high- affinity,
Iow-capacity and
T3-specific binding site in 1 iver cel1 nuclei.
Second, using an extension of the in vitro methodology in

combination with an in vivo approach, I

have shown that

these nuclear T3 binding sites are also present in several
tisues of the trout for which there is some evidence of a T3

action" s.7hiIe the affinities
the number of sites per unit
different tissues.

of these sites are similar,
DNA varies widely between the

Finally, I studied the effect of altered nutrition and
plasma thyroid hormone levels on the binding properties of
the hepatic nuclear receptor to gain insight into the extent
to which changes in the receptor may regulate peripheral
thyroid status "

Chapter I I
REVÏEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE

High affinity,

IimiÈed capacity binding of radiolabelled
T3 was first described in the whole pituitary (Schadlow et
al"o 1972) and in liver nuclei of the rat (Oppenheimer et
al. , 1972) " A large body of research has been directed to

the question of how the initial interaction between the
binding site and the hormone is related to the final biological effect, Several criteria which should be satisfied in
order to show that a saturable horrnone-binding site actually
mediates the hormone effect are: high affinity and limited
capacity binding, chemical specificity of binding, a close
relationship between binding affinity and biological
activity of chemical variants of the hormone, recept.or
presence only in tissues which respond to the hormone, and a
close relationship between receptor occupancy and the
earliest biological response (Burt, 1978) " Research in the
mammal has shown that the nuclear T3-binding siLe mediaLes
the action of the hormone in effecting changes in the
production of nuclear mRNA coding for certain proteins"
Unless stated otherwise, the literature

in this review
relates to t.he mammal and in most cases Lhe rat.

3-

2"1

NUCLEAR

T3

OCCUPANCY ANÐ RNÀ PRODUCTION

A relationship has been demonstrated betv¡een T3 receptor
occupancy and the level of induction of some cellular
responses to TH in the intact rat.
There is a linear
relationship between receptor occupancy and the appearance
of the protein s.-21J globulin (Kurtz et al. ,1976) " This is
also true for growth hormone induction by T3" In this case
the maxímal effect occurs at 50% nuclear occupancy (Coulombe
et a1., 1978)" For malic enzyme, a-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase (a-GPD) (Oppenheimer g¡- a1. ,1978) , and several
lipogenic enzymes (Mariash, et aI., 1978) ttre enzyme
activity increases to a greaLer extent than would be
predicted frorn the increase in receptor occupancy" It is
not known how this amplification of the response occurs"
Consistent with the hypothesis that TH acts by altering
gene expression, the changes in enzyme activity or protein
mass are preceded by changes in t.he corresponding poly A

in the cytoplasm.
This has been shown for
growth hormone (Samuels and Shapiro, 1976; Seo et al,, 1977;
Martial et al" 1977), a-ZlJ globulin Kurtz et al., 1976),
ornithine aminotransferease (MueckIer et a1. , 1984),
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (Loose et a1", 1985) and
malic enzyme (Goodridge, 1983) which are increased by T3,
and the t.hyrotropin (fSH) subunits, the expression of which
is decreased by T3 (Croyle and Mauren, 1984)"
messenger RNAs

In the case of growth hormone induction, the rate ot
appearance of the specific mRNA increases in a manner
directly related to the number of occupied T3 receptors,
indicating direct and positive control of gene
transcriptiono (Yaffe and Samuelso 1984; Nyborg et al",
1984; Diamond and Goodman, 1985). Thyroid hormone also
inhibits the transcription rates of the mRNAs for the TSH
subunits both in vivo and in cultured thyrotroph cells in a
manner directly related to receptor occupancy (Shupnik and
Ridgeway, 1987), thus indicating negative, but direct,
regulation of specific gene transcription"
The T3-induced increase in malic enzymer âs measured

either by the enzyme activity or by antibodies to the
protein, is related to an increase in cytoplasmic mRNA for
the enzyme as detected by in vitro translation of celLular
poly A mRNA (towle et al", 1981). This increase is due to
an increase in the appearance of new mRNÀ rather than a
decrease in the rate of degradation of the existing
cytoplasmic mRNÀ (Ðozin et al., 1985)" There is evidence
t.hat in addition to increasing the rate of malic enzyme gene
transcription, T3 also decreases the rate of degradation of
the specific precursor mRNA within the nucleus" The
increase in the rate of the specific gene transcription, as
asessed by the incorporation of labelled precursors into the
nuclear mRNA, is insufficient to account for the increase in
the cytoplasmic mRNÀ" Further,
this mRNA increases by

6

14-fo1d in the líver,

to 4-fo1d in the heart in
spite of an identical change in the transcription rat,e in
the Èwo tissues, thus indicating differential effects of T3
on post-transcriptional mRNÀ processsing within the nuclei
of these two tissues (oozin eL aI.r 1986), In the liver of
the intact rat T3 affects the expression of a number of
different species of mRNA.
Of 230 different mRNAs which
were detected by in vitro t.ranslation of the total hepatic
poly Ä mRNA, 11 increased in expression, 7 decreased, and
one showed a biphasic response with t,he T3 dose (See1ig et
al., 1981) " Tv¡o of the responsive mRNAs, spot 14 (which may
represent a lipogenic enzyme) and spot 11 responded to T3 in
cultured celIs (Uariash et al" , 1984; wong and Oppenheimer,
1986)" Using a cDNA probe, spot 14 mRNÀ rvas shown to appear
within 20 minutes after hypothyroid rats vrere given T3 (.fump
et al. , 1984) , and the nuclear precursor mRNÀ appeared
within 10 minutes (Narayan et al", 1984). These results are
consistent with a possible direct effect of T3 on the
transcription of this gene. However, as observed with malic
enzyme mRNA induction, the observed 1.S-fold increase in the
rate of transcription is insufficient to account f.or the 5to 6- fold increase in the nuclear precursor mRNA content
and the 9- to 12- fold increase in the cytoplasmic mRNÀ
(Narayan and Towle, 1985). A similar discrepancy occurs
wiLh spot 11 mRNA which responds to T3 both in the liver in
vivo and in cultured hepatocytes. The observed increase in
this nuclear mRNA is not accounted for by the minor and
compared

7

transient increase in its transcription rate. These studies
indicate thaÈ in addition to altering the rate of gene
transcription, T3 affect.s the appearance of specific mRNAs
in the cyt.oplasm by altering the processing of these mRNAs
within the nucleus as well.
The effects of T3 on mRNÀ induction may be modulated by

other factors. For example, growth hormone production and
its mRNA expression in Lhe pituitary are increased by T3 and
decreased by glucocorticoids (Martial et aI., 1977; Shapiro
et. aI. , 1978) " Both of these ef f ect.s occur in cultured
hepatocytes as weII as in the liver in vivo, therefore
showing that they are direct (Samuels et al.,
1979) "
Similar1y, the expression of a-2IJ globulin in the liver is
regulated by GH, androgens, estrogens, and glucocorticoids
as ¡vell as T4 (noy, 1983). These factors all interact at the
level of regulation of the transcriptíon rate of the same
gene (Kulkarni et âI. , 1 985) .
Presumably they all act
through separate receptors but the mechanism of their int.eraction is not known"
There are some examples of synergism in

which a combi-

nation of TH and another hormone or factor has a stronger
effect than the sum of the effects of TH and the other
factor aIone. T3 markedly enhances the response of
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase mRNÀ to adrenaline or cAMp
in liver cells (Hoppner et al., 1985), T3 increases the
activity of several lipogenic enzymes in the rat liver and

I
Lhis action is dramatically enhanced if the animals are fed
glucose (t'tariash et al " , 1980 ) .
This effect occurs in
isolated hepatocytes as weIl, lhus showing a direct interaction at the level of the cell (t'tariash et aI. , 1981) "
This is not due to an increase in receptor numbers since the
response r{as magnified in relation to % occupancy of the
receptor. À similar synergism betv¡een T3 and carbohydrate
occurs f or induction of spot 14 mRNA (tqariash et aI. , 1980) .
As with the lipogenic enzymes, these effects on mRNA
induction occur in isolated hepatocytes as well as in the
intact rat" The time-course'of the response of cultured
cel1s to either T3 or glucose is essentially immediate,
indicating that both factors act directly at the nucleus
(Mariash et aI., 1986). The synergistic effect on induction
of spot 14 occurs even if glucose is added immediately
before T3, thus further indicating a direct interaction at
the level of the nucleus (Mariash et al", 1986)"
These studies of the mechanism of T3 action

tend to
indicate that it may be overly simplistic to view the T3
receptor as a hormone-responsive switch which turns certain
genes on or off"

Different levels of integration appear to
act within the nucleus" Nonetheless it remains of value to
study the nuclear T3 binding interaction since this must
represent the initial point of hormone action.

2"2

CHÀRACTERT ZÀTTON OF

THE BINDING SITE

The T3 receptor, extracted from rat. liver nuclei by 0.4M

, has a molecular weight of 50,5 kD ( lcilopalt.ons ) , a
sedimentation coefficient of 3"5S, a Stokes radius of 35 flffir
a binding capacity of 1 pmol per mg of associated DNÀ and a
T3 binding association constant (na) of 1 ,31 x 10s ¡4- t
(reviewed by Oppenheimer et aI. ? 1987) " There are 15rO0O
receptors per GH1 cell nucleus ( CHI is a growth hormonesecreting rat pituitary cell line) and there is a steadystate receptor synthesis of 1 r800 receptors per cel1 per
hour as assesed by dense isotope labelling (Raaka and
Samue1s, 1981). Pascual- et aI" (1982) used a photoaffinity
label to irreversibly bind [12sI]T3 to nuclei in intact
cultured pituitary ce11s" Upon elect.rophoretic separation
of the nuclear proteins they identified two saturable
binding sites: one of molecular weight 47 kD and another of
57 kD which was one tenth as abundant as the first,
The
former site is not a proteolytic breakdown product of the
Iatter and Lhe two sites have different half lives in the
cell (Casanova et al., 1984)" Using a similar technique
Dozin et al" (1985) reporLed four saturable T4 binding sites
in rat liver nuclei with molecular weights of 96r 56, 45 and
35 kD. The role of these different sites is not known.
Since T3 appears to have different actions v¡ithin the
nucleus it is possible that the different sites may mediate
different effects"
NaCl
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À group of genes related to the c-erb-A avian oncogene

found in the genome of the embryonic chick (Sap et êl.r
1986), the human placenta (Weinberger et aI.r 1986) and the

rat brain (rhompson et al", 1987) code for a protein which
binds T3" The in vitro Lranslation products of these genes
have properties which indicate that they may represent T3
receptors. They bind T3 with high-affinity,
the analogueaffinity profiles are similar, though not identical to that
of the hepatic T3 receptor and the molecular r{eights are
similar to that of the hepatic receptor"
The studies of the c-erb-A related genes show that there

mulLiple forms of the recepLor. In vitro translat.ion
of these genes produced two proteins ot 40 and 46 kD in the
chick (Sap et al-, , 1985), two proteins of 52 and 55 kD in
the human placenta (weinberger et al", 1986) and four
proteins of 33, 35, 48 and 52 kD in the rat brain (rhompson
et al" , 1987) " There are four distinct c-erb-À-related
genes located on two different chromosomes in the human
genome (weinberger et aI " , 1 986) "
In the rat the c-erb-A
related gene is expressed in the heart as well as the brain
but it is not expressed in the liver.
The analog-affinity
profile of the gene product also suggests that it is
different from the Iiver receptor.
may be
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2"3

ïNTERACTION OF

IHE

RECEPTOR WITH DNA AND CHROMATIN

Consistently with a possible role in regulating gene
transcription or mRNA processing, the receptor appears to be
located within transcriptionally active regions of the
chromatin" Digestion of isolaLed nuclei by micrococcal
nuclease or DNase I releases the receptor bound to both
12-145 and 5"0-6"55 fractions, which represent mononucleosomes and isolated linker DNA respectively (Samuels et ú.,
1 980; Jump and Oppenheimer, 1 980; Gruol, 1 980 )
"

Transcriptionally active regions of chromatin are particu1arly sensitive to digestion by micrococcal nuclease, and
(1981) have shown that the receptor-conLaining
Jump et aI.
fragment is indeed released by the enzyme after only a small
percentage of the total chromatin has been digested,
Further, they showed that the recepLor is located in a
chromat in f ract ion depleted of the hi stone H1 , r*hich al-so
indicates transcriptionally active chromatin, Based on the
assumption that the adult rat. brain is refractory to T3 with
respect to the stimulation of oxygen consumption, it was
surprising to find that the pattern of receptor release by
micrococcal nuclease was identical in the brain and the
liver (silva, 1 983 ) "
The solubilized receptor binds to DNA, but the binding is

not sequence-specific and the receptor even binds to prokaryote DNA (tathan et al", 1976), indicating a non-specific
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interaction"
There is some evidence for a specific and
functional interaction betv¡een the receptor and the histone
and non-histone proteins in the chromatin" When the 0"4M
KC1-solubilized T3 receptor from rat liver nuclei is
purified by Sephadex or ion-exchange chromatography it loses
its affinity for T3" This is restored when histone proteins
and DNÀ from the liver are added to the purified receptor"
Histones and DNA from the spleen are not effective (Anse1met
et al., 1983), Àn uncharacterized fraction of non-histone
chromatin proteins is also effective in restoring the T3
affinity of the isolated and purified receptor (Bismuth et
al., 1985). Apriletti et al, (1984) found all of the core
histones t.o be equally potent. in restoring the T3-binding
affinity of purified receptors, and found that the receptors
bind in a specific manner to Sepharose-histone columns"
DeNayer and Dozin (1985) showed that the T3 affinity of the
receptor in whole isolated nuclei of the rat brain increases
at certain stages of embryonic development and that these
changes do not occur in salt-extracted receptors. The
changes are reversed by recombining the salt-extracted sites
with the total chromatin fracLion of the brain; chromatin
from the liver or from the brain at a different stage of
development is ineffective"
These studies show that the
receptor interacts with the chromatin and that t.he chromatin
affects the T3-binding properties of the receptor"
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An interaction betlueen the histones and the receptor

was

demonstrated by the finding

that butyrate, which promotes
histone acetylation,
decreased T3 receptor number in
cultured pituitary tumor cells (Samuels et aI", 1980) by
increasing receptor turnover (Casanova et a1", 1984)" In
cultured g1ial ce11s, short-chain faLty acids increase
receptor leve1s by decreasing the turnover. This effecL on
receptor turnover in the cultured gIial ceIls is closely
correlated with changes in histone acetylation, having a
similar time-course, dose-response profile and fatty acid
specificity (Oritz-Caro et el., 1986a)" Thus the receptor
interacts in a specific and functional manner with the
chromatin, this is consisLent with the hypothesis that the
T3-receptor-complex affects gene transcription or mRNÀ
processing within Lhe nucleus.
2"4

THE CHEMICÀL SPECIFTCTTY OF THE NUCLEAR TH_BTNDÏNG
SI TE

The TH-binding site has highly specific chemical require-

ments for

ligand recognition"

Studies of

the binding
affinity of chemical analogues of T3 have allowed detailed
determination of how the hormone interacts with the
receptor" Binding is strongly affected by the pattern of
iodine substitution at the 3'15'15 and 3 positions of the
thyronine structure (nigure 1), by steric effects and
electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions (Koerner et a1",
1975) " Of particular physiological relevance is the specif-
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Figure 1: The Lhyronine nucleus. the numbers refer to the
positions of iodine atoms in T4.
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icity of the site for T3 rather than T4. For iodine or for
any given chemical substitute, 3' monosubstitution gives a
higher binding affinity than 3'5' disubstitution (Koerner et
al., 1975)" The 3' and 5' substituents bind to the receptor
by hydrophobic binding; for both alkyl and halogen substitutes at these positions their binding contribution is
correlated to their hydrophobicity , though binding is
inhibited with alkane substituents larger than an isopropyl
group (Andrea let afl.,
1980),
The central- oxygen can be
replaced by sulfur or a methylene group without loss of
binding affinity (Cody, 1982) " The 4' hydroxy group forms a
hydrogen bond with either a strong donating or accepting
group in the recepLor (Somack et aI., 1982)" The alanine
side chain interacts with a positively charged region of Lhe
receptor since the binding affinity is enhanced in analogues
where the alanine side chain is replaced by a carboxylic
acid of the appropriate size (trolger and Jorgensen, 1980)"
Any changes affecting the overafl shape of the molecule, and
in particular the orientation of the two benzene rings and
the bulky 3'and 5' substiLuents strongly affect the receptor
binding affinity (Coay, 1980) " These several binding interactions contribute to the high degree of hormone specificity
of the receptor" This presumably allows t.he receptor to
discriminate between T3 and the other iodothyronines and
derivatives which may be found in the nucleus.
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ConsistenÈ with its receptor role there is a close corre-

lation betç¡een both the in vivo (Oppenheimer et al., 1973)
and in vitro (Koerner et al., 1975; Dietrich et al", 1977')
binding affinity and the biological activity of a given TH
chemical analogue " Biological act.ivity vras determined in
the rat. by antigoiter activity or increased oxygen
consumption, Some except.ions to the correlation were due to
factors not directly related to nucLear binding. For
example TRIAC has a lower biological activity than predicted
by its affinity but this is due to its faster metabolic
clearance (Oppenheimer et al" , 1973)" The relatively high
biological activity of 4'-deoxy analogues is due to their in
vivo hydroxylation; analogues with a methyl group in this
position have low biological activity and low receptor
af f inity (Koerner et al. , 1975') "
The relatively low biological activity of D-T3 is due to impaired access from the
plasma and the cytosol to the nuclei (Schwartz eL al",
1983).

ot the receptor affinity of T3,
and most of its biological activity
is accounted for by its
intracellular conversion to T3 (Surks and Oppenheimer,
1977) "
Based on t.heir af f inities ? none of the other
naturally occurring metabolites of T4 reach sufficient
plasma concentrations to occupy the nuclear receptor to a
significant degree (Smitfr et al " , 1 980 ) "
Thyroxine has about

14%
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2"5

NUCLEAR RECEPTOR çANTENI OF DIFFERENT TISSUES

et al. (1974) originally showed that the
number of nuclear T3-binding sites varied in different
tissues of the ratu and that this distribution corresponded
to the abitity of these tissues to respond to the hormone by
increased oxygen consumption" This provided evidence that
the site mediates this hormone action. Other investigators
have demonstrated saturable TH-binding in a number of other
tissues in the rat (summarized in Table 1 ). In general the
TH binding sites from the different tissues are similar in
their affinity and physical characteristics,
The number of
sites, expressed as the maximal binding capacity varies
greatly between tissues. High-affinity, limited-capacity
T3-binding sites have been identified by in vivo methods in
the rat anterior pituitary, Iiver, hearL, spleen, testis and
kidney (Schadlow et â1., 1972; Oppenheimer et aI", 1974) and
brown adipose tissue (gianco and Silva, 19871 " The site has
also been identified in human lymphocytes and mononuclear
lymphocytes exposed to t.he hormone in vitro (tsai and
Samue1s, 1974; Berna1 et al., 1978; Berna1 and SaukkonenBernal, 1983)" In several studies the hormone analogue-affinity profile lras determined as well as the T3-affinity"
These profiles are similar in rat adipocytes (Ànselmet et
al. , 1 984) , bone celIs (nizzoli et â1. , 1 986) , enterocytes
(ttewitt and Smith, 1985) , uterine cells (nvans et a1" , 1983,
Mukku et al", 1983), the fetal lung (Gonzales and Ballard,
Oppenheimer
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1981), and glial and neuronal
al., 1986b).

brain ce1ls (Oritz-Caro et

The presence of the receptor in cell nuclei from
different tissues has been correlated with specific cellular
responses to TH. These responses include alteration of
glucose utilization
by myocardial cells (Tsai and Chen,
1976); low-density lipoprotein metabolism (Cfrait et a1.,
1979; Ichikawa et aI., 1986) and glycosaminoglycan synt.hesis
in the fibroblast (Smittr et a1", 1981); alkaline phosphatase
activity in the cultured osteoblast (Sato et al", 1987); and

cell morphology and mucosubstance production in cultured
thyroid cells (Siegel, 1976; Erkenbrack and Rosenbergu
1986), T3 receptors have been reported in cultured g1ial
and neuronal cells from the rat (Oritz-Caro et â1", 1986),
the mouse (Puymirat and Faivre-Bauman, 1985) and the chick
(Pascual et al", 1986) and in the cells separated from the
brain of the adult rat (Ou11o et al", 1987a; Gullo et aI",
1987b), In each case it was found that while the Ka is
similar in both cel-l types, the T3 maximal binding capacity
of glial cell nuclei is three to four times lower than in
the neural cells.
These findings are consistent with the
observation that, in the rat, T3 stimulates RNA polymerase
activity in neuronal but not glial cells (findholm, 1984),
thereby tending to indicate a relationship between the
presence of the TH receptor and a cellular response to the
hormone. In the chick, however, gliaI ce1ls do respond to
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T3 with an increase in the activity of the enzyme cerebroside sulfotransferase (Pascual et a1. , 1986)" This

indicaLes that these cells can respond to the hormone even
though t.he number of receptors is low; unfortunately the

response of neuronal cells r{as not determined for
comparison.

In general these studies show the TH receptor has similar
binding properties in the different tissues of the rat, and
the occurrence of the receptor is correlated with a specific
TH action in those tissues"
2.6

TH RECEPTORS IN THE PLASMÀ

MEMBRANE

Specific TH-binding sites in the plasma membrane have
been investigated in a number of cell types either as
possible hormone recepLors, or as part of a system to
transport TH into the ceIl.
High-affinity t3 binding sites
have been identified in the cell membranes of raL hepatocytes (pliam and Goldfine, 1977; Gharbi and Torresani,
1979) ? rat thymocytes (Sega1 and Ingbar , 1982) , human
placental cells (Alderson et aI", 1985) and in human red
blood cel1 (ngC) ghosts (Holm ano Jaquemin' 1979) "
There are reports of direct effects of T3 on the ce]I

raising the possibili Ly that the high-affinity
binding site may represent a receptor "
Physiological
concentrations of T3 cause an increase in the uptake of
membrane
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2-deoxyglucose in isolated rat

thymus ceI1s"

This effect
occurs within 20 minutes. It is secondary to an increase in
adenylate cyclase activity and cAMP accumulationo and is not
affected by inhibitors of protein or RNÀ synthesis (Segal
and Ingbar, 1980). The analogue specificity of this TH
action is similar to the binding specificity of the membrane
profile is similar to that
receptor" The affinity-activity
of the nuclear receptor with the exception of the analogue
3' -isopropyl-3r5-diiodithyronine which has a lower activity.
By this single analogue the membrane receptor is distinguishable from the nuclear receptor (Segal'and Ingbar, 1982)"
To show that the effect of T3 on 2-deoxyglucose uptake is
not mediated by the nucleus, Dickstein et a]. (1983) demonstrated that it occurs in chick embryonic heart cells in the
presence of bacitracin, which blocks T3 internalization, and
that T3 is still effective while covalently linked to human
RBCs and therefore is not accessible to the nucl-eus. The
effect of RBC-bound T3 was abolished by anti-t3 antibodies,
T3 stimulates Cao*ATPase in purified RBC membranes; the
analogue specificity of this action vras different from that
of the nuclear receptor and the membrane recept,or described
by Segal and Ingbar (1982) and Davis et al. (1983)
indicating that. this effect may have been initiated by a
third, distinct recepLor"
By using covalent crosslinking

charact.erized a TH- binding protein

reagents Cheng (1985)

in the cell

membrane of
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fibroblasts,
human epithelial
cancer cells and
cultured rat GH3 pituitary cells.
T3 and T4 bind to an
identical protein which has a high affinity for T3 and binds
T4 with about one tenth the affinity of T3. These studies
indicate that the membrane recepLor may have the same
binding specificity as the nuclear site and that the
relative potency of T4 in actions mediated by this receptor
may be the same as for the nuclear site
mouse

The binding sit.es in the membrane may play roles other
Lhan as receptors" There is

some

evidence that the sites

function as a transporL syst.em for TH entry into the ceII
and may affect the action of TH in two ways. First,
they
may regulate the access of the the hormones to degradative
enzymes including the 5'-monodeiodinase enzyme which
converts T4 Lo the more active 13, Second1y, they may
regulaLe t,he access of the hormone to the nuclear receptor.
By increasing the hormone concentration within the cell this
transport system may indirectly influence receptor
occupancy,

There is controversy over whether TH transport into the
cell is active or passive and it may be different in

different ceI1 types" T3 transport into tadpole, frog, raL
and human RBCs and rat thymus cells is carrier mediated, but
does not require energy (Galton, i986).
Àctive, energy-dependent T3 transport has been demonstrated in rat hepatocytes (gckel et al. , 1979; Krenning et aI., 1980), human
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lymphocytes (HoIm et

1980) and rat muscle cells
(Pontecorvi, 1986). Using rhodamine-labe11ed T3, Cheng et
a1. (1980) demonstrated capping and endocytotic internalization on the membrane of mouse fibroblasts.
al,,

In contradictory reports, T4 transport into the rat
hepatocyte !{as found to be active and energy dependent by
Krenning et aI" (1981 ), and carrier mediated but energy
independent by Rao and Rao (1983).
T4 as well as rT3
(3' r5',5-triiodothyronine)
competes slightly
with T3 for
passive uptake" This has been shown in rat muscle cells
(Pontecorvi and Robbins, 1986), amphibian and rat RBCs, and
rat thymocytes (Ga1ton, 1986). This h'as consistent with a
much slower rate of entry of T4 into these celIs.
Transport into the celI may be a limiting factor in TH
metabol i sm "
Using highly specific inhibitors of TH
transport, Henneman et al. (1986) showed that this is
probable for the metabolism of T3, T4 and rT3 by the
cultured rat hepatocyte.
The drug monodansylcadaverine,
which blocks membrane receptor internalization but does not
alter T3 binding to the cell membrane, blocked nuclear T3
binding in cultured pituitary cells (Halpern and Hinkle,
1982; Horiuchi et al. , 1982) "
T3 concentration gradients beLween cellular compartments

arising from T3 transport account for early findings that.
the nuclear T3 affinity is much higher when determined in
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vivo than in isolated nuclei in vitro (Oppenheimer, 1983)"
These T3 concentration gradients l{ere calculated from the
following: the T3-affinity of cytosol, the T3-affinity of
isolated nuclei, the toLal cell T3 contents and the plasma
free T3 concentration. There is a moderate free T3 gradient
from the plasma to cytosol for livere kidney and heart but
not the brain, and a very large free T3 gradient (58-250X
greater in the nucleus than the cytosol) across the nuclear
membrane in aII these tissues.
The cytoplasmic to nuclear
T3 gradients do not exist for DT3 indicating the presence of
a stereospecific T3 pump at the nuclear membrane (Oppenheimer and Schwartz, 1985)" In cultured GH3 pituitary cells
the medium/cytosol gradient of LT3 is 1.7, and the cytosol/
nuclear gradient is 4"5. These values are 0.46, and 1"7
respectively for DT3. These gradients in the cultured cel1s
are abolished by monodansylcadaverine, thus further
indicating that they are created by active T3 transport
(Freake et al. , 1 985 ) "
2"7

MTTOCHONDRIÄL

T3

RECEPTORS

A specific, high-affinity T3-binding site similar to that
in the nucleus has been identified in the mitochondrion;
there is some evidence that this class of sites mediates
direct effecLs of T3 on this organelle, Physiological doses
of T3 given in vivo increase the oxygen consumption and ÄTP
synthesis in hepatic mitochondria isolated røithin 30
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minutes. This ef f ect t{as probably not mediated by the
nuclei since it was not blocked by inhibitors of cytoplasmic
or mitochondrial protein synthesis (Sterling et a1., 1980;
Breton et al",1983)"
T3 also increases oxygen consumption
in hepatocytes in culture in the presence of cycloheximide
(Sterling et a}. , 1 984 ) , and it stimulaLes oxygen
consumption and ATP formation when added to isolated
mitochondria from hypothyroid rats (Sterling et a1., 1977)"
Saturation analysis shows high-affinity ( na=2 X 1011 M-1)
T3 binding to isolated inner mitochondrial membranes; the
site is destroyed by protease, but not by RNAse (Sterl-ing et
al", 1977)" These authors showed that the site has an
analogue specificity profile similar to that seen in nuclei.
However, Goglia e! aI" (1981 ) found that this site is not
specific for T3" The mitochondrial receptor is found in
liver, kidney, heart and skeletal muscle. It is not found in
the brain, spleen or testis, which do not show an increase
in oxygen consumption in response to T3 (Sterling et aI",
197e), Sterling et a1" (1984) have isolated and purified
the site by Sephadex chromatography and T3-Sepharose
affinity chromatography with no loss of binding affinity"
It is therefore likely that there is a mitochondrial T3
receptor.

In an in vivo study of intracellular T3 binding Van Der
Kraak and Eales, (1980) found no saLurable uptake of the
hormone by the microsomal, cytosol or mitochondrial
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fractions of trout 1iver. It is therefore unlikely that
Lhere are mitochondrial or cell membrane T3 receptors in the
trout "
2"8

PHYSTOLlGflAr FACTORS AFFECTTNG THE TH

RECEPTOR

The role of the TH receptor as the physiological mediator

of hormone action would be strongly influenced by any factor
changing its binding properties" Any factor influencing the
receptor affinity for T3 or the number of receptors per cell
(measured as the maximal binding capacity per unit DNA) may
influence the ability of a cell to respond to the hormone"
Therefore in addition to measuring plasma TH leveIs,
knowledge of the binding properties of the receptor is
important in interpreting the thyroid status of an animal.
2"8"1

Àutorequlation of the receptor

þ¿

TH

ln general, plasma TH levels do not greatly affect Èhe
binding parameters of the nuclear receptor, but there are
some studies which do shol such an influence in certain
cases, In most of these cases the maximal binding capacity
is increased in hyperthyroidism and decreased in hypothyroidism. There is usually no change in the Ka"
In the rat, hypothyroidism caused by antithyroid drugs or
thyroidectomy does not alter the maximal binding capacity
of the nuclear receptor in the liver (gernal et al,, 1978;
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Murthy et al.,

1978i tim et al";

1984) or the kidney (Sitva

and Larsen, 1978) " In the lung Das and Ganguly (1981 )
reported a decrease in receptor maximal binding capacity in

the hypothyroid rat, Ruel et al.(1982) found no such change.
In the hyperthyroid state, induced by exogenous T3, the
nuclear receptor maximal binding capacity increases in the
liver and kidney (Nakamura et al", 1985), brain (Hamada and
Yoshimasa, 1983) and lung (nuel et al., 1982) " Mononuclear
blood ce1Is from hypothyroid humans have fewer T4 receptors
than normal and t.he number is increased yrith T4 treatment
(Kvetny and Wandrup, 1986) "

The receptor maximal binding

capacity in these cells in hyperthyroid patients is comparable to that in euthyroid individuals (Kvetny and WandFUpp
1986)"
The T3 receptor maximal binding capacity of
rnyocardial cells increases in hypothyroid rats, and does not.
change in hyperthyroidism (Ladenson et al. , 1 986) "
Similarly, in cultured adipocytes T3 causes a dose-related
decline in the receptor capacity (pou et al", 1986). In the
rat anterior pituitary, T3 has been shown to down-regulate
T3 receptor capacity both in vivo (Frank1yn et al", 1985)
1977)"
and in cultured GH3 cells (Samuels et al.,
In the
GH3 cells the reducLion in maximal binding capacity
affects the T3 responsiveness of the cells; the production
of growth hormone is directly related t.o t.he number of
occupied receptors, and this response is reduced in direct
proportion to the reduction in Lhe total number of receptors
per nucleus (yaffe and Samuels, 1984)" Tn none of the above
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studies was the Ka affected by

T3

in the plasma or culture

medium.

the above studies it does not appear that a broad
generalization can be made about the effects of plasma T3 on
the T3 receptor properties " The effects may be tissue-speFrom

c

i f ic

"

2"8"2

Growtll and development

The T3 receptor maximal binding capacity varies during

fetal and postnatal developmenL of the
decline with age"

mammal

and tends to

In the human liver T3 receptors increase between 10 and
16 weeks of fetal development in the human; no study was
made beyond this time (Bernal and Pekonene 1983). In the
1ung, where T3 promotes surfactant secretion just before
birth (neaaing et al., 1972), the receptor capacity as weII
as the percentage occupancy of the receptor by T3 increases
at this t.ime and then declines after birth (Gonzales and
Ballard, 1982) " In the rat brain, where T3 is also
necessary for early development, the receptor capacity
increases soon after birth, slightly before an increase in
plasma T3 levels (Schwartz and Oppenheimer, 1978).
After birth there is a steady increase in the nuclear T3
binding capacity of the liver (DeGroot et al., 1977; Lathanr
and Tseng, 1 985 ) and the pituitary (Coulornbe et a1 . , 1 983 )
until rnaturity,
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In the ageing rat (15-24 months) there is a decline in
the activity of thyroid-responsive enzymes in several
tissues and the enzymes become refractory to exogenous T3
(reviewed by Gambert and Tsitouras, 1985). In such animals,
the nucl-ear T3 receptor capacity declines in the heart and
cerebeLlum but not in the liver and kidney, nor does the
binding affinity change in any tissue (tatham and Tseng,
1985)". In ageing humans there is a decrease in the T4 and
T3 receptor capacity in mononuclear lymphocyte nuclei with
an increase in the bindnig affinity
of T4, but not of T3
(Kvetnyu 1985). These findings only partially account for
the change in enzyme responsiveness to T3 with age"
2"8.3

Starvation

In rats the hepatic T3 receptor maximal binding capacity
declines after 3 to 5 days of starvation (Burmanret al.,
1977; Decroot et aI", 1977; Schussler and Orlando, 1978)"
This effect can be explained entirely by the increase in
glucagon which also occurs during starvat.ion ( Oiflman and
Oppenheimer, 1979) "
A similar starvation-induced decrease
in T3 receptors in Lhe cerebral cortex is also due to
increased glucagon (fhrall and Yanagihara , 1982) "
The reduction in

receptor capacity is accompanied by a
decrease in malic enzyme activity,
however a-GPD activity
remains near normal (DiItman et aI., 1978). The maintenance
of cx-GPD activity in spite of the decreased plasma T3 levels
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and the decreased receptor capacity is due to increased

induction relative to both the percent occupancy of
the receptor and the absolute number of occupied receptors"
Thus during starvat.ion the response of a-GPD to exogenous T3
is enhanced compared to that in the fed rati conversely the
malic enzyme response is blunted (pillman and Oppenheimer,
1979) "
This study indicates Lhat not only the number of
receptors but also their mechanism of action may change
depending on the physiological state of the animal,
enzyme

GaIton and St.. Germain (1985) demonstrated that, while
hypothyroidism caused a 61 percent decrease in the receptor

capacity of the rat pituitary,
fasting results in only a 23
percent decline in receptor number and the percent occupancy
of the site increased. It s¡as not determined how the
receptor number and occupancy are maintained in the starved
state, which is accompanied by decreased plasma T3 levels.
However, assuming that the celI response is determined by
Lhe percent occupancy of the receptor rather than the total
number of occupied sites, these results would explain vrhy
serum thyrotropin levels do not rise during starvaLion in
spite of the reduced plasma T3 levels during starvation.

2"8"4

The effect of disease

In animaLs with various diseases the T3 receptor capacity
is reduced, though interpretation of these results is often
complicated by concomitant. changes in other factors such as
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decreased food intake which may itself

alter the plasma

TH

levels, During bacterial infection an observed decrease ín
receptor capacity was found to be explained entirely by
reduced food intake (nurgi et al", 1986)" Uremia causes a
decrease in liver and kidney T3 receptors but this is also
concomitant with reductions in plasma T3, glucagon and
1980). The receptor maximal
insulin (thompson et al.,
binding capacíty is reduced after partial hepatectomy (Surks
et al", 1978), and in rats with neoplastic tumors (Grajower
and Surksr 1979); these states are associated with reduced
plasma T3 leve1s, In cross-circulation studies Short et al.
(1982) showed that the effect of partial hepatectomy in
reducing the receptor capacity is humorally mediated and
speculated that the acLive hormone may be glucagon.
The loss of

T3 receptors after partial

associated with a loss of

hepatectomy is

responsiveness of malic enzyme to

T3 while the response of c-GPD is

unimpaired (Dillman et

al., 1978)" In tumor-bearing rats there is no change in T3
responsiveness of either enzyme (Grajower and Surks, 1979) "
These results are consistent with the findings in starved
animals where the changes in receptor maximal binding
capacity have different consequences for the different T3
responsive enzymes"
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2"9

THE THYRoID HoRMoNE RECEPToR

IN

NoN_MAMMALIAN

VERTEBRATES

Nuclear saturable TH-binding sites

have been charac-

terized in a number of species representing atl the classes
of vertebrates" ln general, the binding characteristics of
these sites are similar in species from the different
classes, indicating a high level of evolutionary conservation. Table 2 summarizes the binding affinities and
capacities of the sites in the non-mammalian species invest i gated

2"9.1

.

Birds

In the liver of the quail and chick (weirich and McNabb,
1984; Bellabarba and Lehoux, 1981 ; Heintz et al. , 1 986)
there is a single class of high-affinity,
Iimited-capacity
T3-binding sites.
The analogue displacement profiles of
these sites are identical to those in the rat 1iver,
including the 1O-fold lower affinity of T4 relative to T3
(weirich and McNabbr 1984; Bellabarba and Lehoux, 1981)"
Furthermore, the molecular weight of the site is 60-65 kD
(Heintz et aI. , 1984; Bellabarba and Lehoux , 1981", Bellabarba et al", 1983), comparable to that in the rat.
The
maximal binding capacity is higher in the brain and lung
than in the liver but the Ka is similar in all three tissues
(gellabarba et aI " , '1983 ) .
In the brain there are f rom 400
to 1600 sites per neuronal cell nucleus, depending on the
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stage of development, while in
below 200 sites per nucl-eus.
Èhroughout development in

boÈh

the glial cells there are
The Ka remains the same
cell types (Haidar et al",

1e83)"

Bellabarba and tehoux (1985) report that

there are
separate T4-binding siLes distinct from the T3 site.
If
this is the case, the T3-binding site would be unusual for a
vertebrate in not binding T4, and it is not consistent with
the earlier finding that T4 can displace bound T3 (nellabarba and Lehoux,

2.9"2

1

981 ) .

Reptiles

In different species of lizards T4 has been shown to
increase oxygen consumption in the intact animal- (Maher,
1965; Penney and Kavanaugh, 1976; Wong et aI., 1975) and in
liver, kidney and brain slices (wilhoft, 1966)" In each of
these studies thiourea or thyroidectomy has the opposite
The effects of T4 and thiourea on oxygen
ef f ect,
consumption are highly temperature-dependent, occurring only
at higher temperatures. Recently it has been shown that in
the lizard, the primary effect of the hormone is to increase
the maximal metabolic capacity of the muscle and the level
of spontaneous acÈivity of the animals" Changes in the
standard metabolic rate are secondary to these changes in
behaviour and metabolic capacity (¡ohn-elder, 1984)" Wong
and Chiu (1987) found high affinity (na = 2"5 to 11 x 101o
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) binding sites in RBC nuclei of three species of
repti les. The maximal binding capacity varied from 44 to
450 sites per RBC in these species.

M-

1

1

2"9"3

&È_t_bia

of the most dramatic effects of the thyroid hormones
is to induce metamorphosis in the tadpole, a process based
on changes in RNÀ and protein synthesis (Frieden, 1967).
Tata (f970) showed t.he appearance of analogue-specific and
One

temperature-sensitive T4 binding by the 105000 g particulate
fraction of whole larval homogenates at the time that these
animals acquired competence to respond to the hormone"

High-affinity, low-capacity TH binding has been detecLed
in tadpole hepatic nuclei by in vivo techniques where
labelled hormone rras injected, followed by isolation of the
nuclei to determine the amount of hormone bound. Toth and
Tabachnick (1979) found high-affinity,
Iimited-capacity
T3-binding sites in tailfin nuclei"
By this method Galton
and Schaafsma (1983) found two sites for each of T3 and T4
in liver nuclei" T3 bound to a high-affinity, low-capacity
site and a lower-affinity higher- capacity site; there $¡ere
also two sets of T4 sites which had capacities similar to
the T3 sites but possessed lower affinities than the T3
sites. Both sites cross-reacted with both hormones since T3
and T4 completely displaced each other.
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Several studies þrere carried out using in vitro methods,
where isolated pieces of tissue, dispersed cells, or

isolated nuclei were allowed to equilibrate directly with
labelled T3, In pieces of tailfin, Yoshizato et al. ( 1 975)
found nuclear sites which bind T3 and T4 with equal affinity
but whose capacity is almost twice as high for T3, In
isolated liver cells T3 and T4 bind with equally high
affinity and there are 5 times as many T3 as T4 binding
sites (ttistler et al", 1975). These results vrere explained
by considering that in nuclei of both cell types there rdas
one type of site that bound T3 and T4, and another site that
bound exclusively to T3 with the same affinity as the first,
Using isolated liver nuclei incubated with labelled T3 or
T4, Galton (1986) found thaL both T4 and T3 bound to the
same site. The maximum capacities were identical and the two
hormones completely displaced each other, T3 having a
2-3-fold higher affinity than T4"
It is difficult to
reconcile these results with those of Kistler et aI. (1975).
Comparing these results to her earlier in vivo study (Galton
and Schaafsma, 1 983 ) , Galton ( 1 986) postulated that the
lower affinity t3- and T4-site found in the in vivo study
was removed during the nuclear purification step"
During metamorphosis thyroid hormone may initiate the
death of several celI types including larval RBCs and the

tissues in the tail (Galton, 1983)" The nuclear T3 receptor
maximal binding capacity changes in these cell types during

3B

metamorphosis" ïn the tail tissue the binding capacity
increases during prometamorphosis and then declines after
the metamorphic climax (Yoshizato and Frieden, 1975)" There
is also a premetamorphic increase in the capacity of erythrocyte nuclei (Galton, 1984; Moriya et al., 1984), The time
course of receptor appearance follows the increase in
endogenous plasma T3 levels; and receptor levels could also
be experimentally increased by immersing premetamorphic
tadpoles in T3 sufficient to raise plasma T3 levels to those
occurring in spontaneous metamorphosis. This indicates that
the receptor maximal binding capacity in RBC may be up-regulated by T3 during normal metamorphosis (Galton and

Àfter the metamorphic climax the
"Germaine, 1 985 ) "
capacity decrease is due to replacement of larval RBCs by
adult RBCs which have very low numbers of T3 receptors
(Galton and St"Germaine, 1985) "
These studies show that
changes in receptor number may play a role in physiological
regulation of metamorphosis by TH in this species,
St

)qû.

Fish

In fish not much is known about the specific action of T3
on the target tissues" There are, however, several studies
showing high-affinity,
specific, and 1ow-capacity nuclear
TH-binding sites which may represent T3 receptors. In vivo
binding studies have shown high-affinity T3 binding in the
rainbow trout liver (Van Der Kraak and Eales, 1980; Eales et
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al., 1985, Omeljaniuk and Eales, 1985) and in vitro studies
have shown such sites in coho salmon, oncorhynchus
kisutch(Darling et al, , 1982), the lake trout, Salvelinus
namavcush, (weirich et al. , 1987 ) and the sea larnprey petromyzon marinus (fintlop and Youson, 1983; Weirich et âI",
1987) "
These studies show t.hat the chemical specificity is
similar to that for the mammalian site; in particular, T4
has only 10 to 20% ot the affinity of T3" Therefore, as in
the mammal, f4 may be a prohormone with respect to actions
mediated by the nuclear receptor, T,teirich et al. (1987)
furt.her showed that the sedimentaLion coefficient, Stokes
radius and molecular weight of the extracted receptor
particle are noL different from those in the mammal.
The putative receptor may be present, in different tissues

in the fish. Its unequal distribution would further support
a receptor function for the site"
Based on in vivo
displacement of [12sr]T3 binding by a single high dose of
unlabelled T3, saturable binding was claimed in brain cell
nuclei of tilapia (Sartherodon mossambicus) (nrown, 1985),
and in brain, 9i11, integumenL and olfactory epithelium but
not in gut or muscle cell nuclei of rainbow trout (Schlotz
et a1", 1985). The interpretation of. these findings is
limited by the lack of saturation analysis to determine the
site affinities and capacities" Using the technique of in
(1982) reported
vitro saturation analysis, Darling et al.
the absence of saturable T3-binding sites in isolated spleen
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nuclei of coho salmon, Sullivan et. aI" (1987) demonstrated
the presence of high-affinity t3-sites in trout proerythrocyte nucleiu and Chakraborti et al" ( 1 986) demonstrated
specific, high-affinity t3 binding in ovarian and hepatic
nuclei, but not brain or kidney nuclei of the teleost Anabas
testudineus
2"10

"

SELECTED FÀCTORS WHICH MÀY TNFLUENCE THYROID STATUS
WITH PÀRTICULAR REFERENCE TO FTSH

Several factors have been shown to influence the thyroid
sLatus of teleost fish.
Those lisLed below were considered
Iikely Lo influence the TH receptor in the trout"
2

"10

"1

DieI cvcles

trout show a daily cycle in the plasma concentration of boLh T4 and T3 (Osborne et at., 1978; Eales et
al., 1981; Cook and Eales, 1987) " Feeding also affected
this cycle; the cycle was as closely related to the time of
feeding as to the light cycle (Cook and Ea1es, 1987) and it
was abolished by 3 days of starvation (gales et al., 1981)"
Rainbow

cycle in the Ka but not the maximal binding
capacity of t.he hepat.ic nuclear T3- binding sites has been
reported in a certain strain of mice (takatua et al., 1984)"
A daily
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2"10"2 Nutritional state and qrowth
There is evidence that thyroid status in

the trout is
related to nutrition"
Brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis)
fed 5% of. body weight per day of a standard salmon diet have
a higher T4 turnover rate, a smalLer T4 distribution space
and a higher T4 to T3 conversion rate than control fish fed
1% of body weight per day (Higgs and Ea1es, 1978) "
In
arctic charr (Salvelinus alpinus) there is a positive correlation of ration (ranging from 1 to 5% body weight. per day)
with.the plasma T3 concentration, as well as with the growt.h
rate and the coefficient of condition (gales and Shostak,
1985a). The diet composition and ration influence the
thyroid status of the brook trout; a low-protein,
low-calorie diet is associated with reduced plasma T4
levels, lower T4 excretion, lower T4 to T3 conversion as
well as a reduced growth rate (uiggs and Eales, 1978) . The
amount of lipid
in the diet also influences Lhe plasma T4
concentration (Leatherland et a1. , 1977) "
levels of both T3 and T4 are reduced during
starvation" After 2 weeks of starvation of brook trout
there is a reduction of the plasma Ievels of T4, T3 and
iodide clearance and a reduction in the conversion of T4 to
T3 by deiodination (Higgs and Ea1es, 1977)" In the rainbovr
trout the plasma T4 levels are reduced af t.er 3 days of
starvation and T3 is significantly lower after 6 days of
starvation (nales, 1979; Flood and Eales, 1983)" Three days
Plasma
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of starvation cause a reduction in T4 to T3 conversion
(Flood and Ea1es, 1983) aÈ least partially due to a
reduction of hepatic microsomal T4 5'-monodeiodinase
activity as measured in vitro (Shielas and Eales, 1986).
The starvation-induced changes are rapidly though
transiently reversed 4 hr after refeeding in a manner
dependent on ration size (rlood and Ea1es, 1983)" Three
days of starvation has been shown by an in vivo T3 receptor
assay to decrease the hepatic nuclear maximal binding
capacity (van der Kraak and Eales, 1980).
There is a close relationship between the thyroid status
and growth rates in fish.
A ration-induced increase in

growth rate in arctic charr correlates with increased plasma
T3 levels (eales and Shostak, 1985a). Oral administration
of T3 (20 ppm in the food) increases growt.h as well as

appetite and food conversion efficiency in underyearling
coho salmon (Higgs et aI", 1979)" T3 also increases the
growLh rate in carp, Cyprinus carpio (Lone and Matty, 1985),
SaImo trutta alevin (Qureshi , 1976), and Atlantic salmon ,
Salmo salar (Saunders et al", 1985). It is possible that TH
may partially mediate the effects of diet on growth"
Às may be expect.ed from the effect of

nutrition on the
thyroid system in the f ish, exogenous t.hyroid hornone alters
carbohydrate, amino acid and Iipid metabolism in this class
of animals just as it. does in the better-studied rat
(¡¿ariash and Oppenheimer, 1985). In general TH promotes
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IT
carbohydrate anabolism (or inhibits catabolism),
decreases blood glucose and increases both muscle and heart
glycogen levels in the carp (uatty and Lone, 1985)" T3
in the plasma
causes an increase in free fatty acids (rr¡)
and a decrease in FFA levels within adipose tissue (Narayansingh and Ea1es, 1975a)" Physiological levels of T3 also
increase the incorporation of Labelled amino acids into
skeletal muscle protein (Narayansingh and Eales, 1975b;
Matty et al., 1982; Plisetskaya eL al-., 1983) Exogenous T3
shifts carbohydrate metabolism from the Embden-Meyerhof
pathway to the pentose phosphaLe shunt in the brook t.rout
liver (Hochachka, 1962) "

2"10"3 EsLradiol
P1asma thyroid hormone levels in
depressed by 17-ß-estradiol (pr)"

rainbow trout

are

Observations of the
natural seasonal cycles of these hormones show that both T3
and T4 are at their lowest during the spawning-associated
peak in steroid hormone levels and increase as the Ez and
testosterone levels decline (Cyr et aI", 1987a (in press)).
Ez administration by intraperitoneal injection also reduces
plasma T3 IeveIs, at least in part by depressing hepatic
microsomal 5'-monodeiodinase activity (Cyr et al., 1987b (in
press)

)
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2"10"4 Plasma TH levels
As noted above (sections 2"8.1 and 2.9"3) ,
there are
cases where the T3 receptor maximal binding capacity is

influenced by prior exposure to TH" It is not known if such
changes also occur in fish" In invesLigating the effects of
various physiological factors on the T3 capacity it is of
interest to know if the ef fects are direct. or if they may be
secondary to changes in the plasma T3 levels.

Chapter I I I
MATERÏALS AND

3.1

FISH

METHOÐS

SOURCES ÀND MAINTENANCE

trout were obtained from the Rockwood Experimental Fish Hatchery, Petersfield,
Manitoba" For the
initial characterization of the receptor, the fish used vrere
of the Mount Lassen strain,
while Domestic Sundalorsa and
Idaho strains vrere used for the tissue specificity studies"
In the other studies various strains vrere used" In any
given experiment, a1I fish were of the same strain"
Arctic
charr of the Laborador and Norwegian strains were used as a
source of pituitary glands in one series of experiments"
Rainbow

Fish were held in 2.3-kL round fiberglass tanks ín
dechlorinated water at 12"C under a 12-hr light/12-hr dark
schedule, and fed 1% ot body weight of standard trout
pellets once per day"
In studies involving environmental and physiological
manipulations, the fish were held in 57- or 175-L tanks in
controlled environment rooms" These fish were held under
the same light cycle and temperat,ure conditions and fed the
same type of food as they had been in the 2 "3-kL holding
tanks" The water flow rate was about 4% of. the total volume
45
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of the tank per minute,
Tn one experimental series trout
were held in a static T3 solution at 12"C. The water was
rcell aerated and 50% ot the volume replaced every 12 hr.
After t,ransfer to the smaller tanks the fish were allowed to
acclimat.e f or at least 7 days prior to the experiment"
Details of the holding conditions for the different
experimental groups are given in the "Results" (Chapter IV).
3"2 IsalAIllN ANp PURTFTCATTON OF NUCLET
fnitial experiments vrere carried out to test the effects of
different buffers on the final yield and stability of the
purified nuclei. The buffers which were tried vrere as
follows: buffer 1 0"32 M sucrose, 3 mM MgC12, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7"6, 1 mM DTT
and 1 mM spermidine; buffer ?
0"32 M sucrose, 20 mM
Tris-HCI pH 7.2, 3 mM MgCI2, 25 mM KCl , 3 mM DTT, 2 mM EGTA,
0.5 mM spermidine and 5% glycerol (vol/vol) (Sctruster et
al", 1979); Darlinq's - 0"32M sucrose, 3mM NlgCl-z ? mM CaCl2,
10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7"3 (Oarling et al., 19821; Galton's A 150 mM sucrose, 20 mM Tris-HCI pH 7"5r 10 mM CaCI2, 0.1 mM
ZnClz (Galton and Schaafsma, 1983); Galton's þ - 177 Íùq
sucrose, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM MgCl ,r0"1 mM ZnCIz and
1 mM spermine (Galton, 1984); Davie's - 10 mM prpEs buffer,
2mM

MgC12, 1 mM CaCl2, 10

mM

mercaptoethanol, 250 mM sucrose

( from J"R. Davie, personal communication);
TKMS - 25 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 250 mM sucrose, 15 mM
and 0"4

mM PMSF
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2-mercaptoethanol and 50

mM

Tris-HCl, 15 mM EDTÀ and 1

Tris-HCl pH
mM

7

"4;

TESH

* 20 mM

ÐTT (Schrader and O'MaIley,

1981)"

The met.hod of isolating and puri f ying cel1 nuclei which

r{as f inally

used was a modi f ied version of that

used by

Schuster et al. (1979)"

Trout were killed by a blow on the
head while under anesthetic (tricaine methanesulfonate (=
145222); 0.07 g"1-1)" The tissue of interest was removed and
placed in ice-cold buffer 1 " In the studies in which the
binding site was to be salt-extracted, buffer 1 also
contained 0"'1 mM phenylmethylsulf onyl f luoride (p¡tSn). The
in isopropyl alcohol and added to
the buffer just before use according to the methods of James
(1978). The tissues were blotted dry, weighed and minced
with scissors in 4 volumes of buffer 1 " The homogenization
procedure varied slightty for Lhe various tissues due to
dif f erences in Lheir physical structure" For 1iver, kidney
and spleen the minced tissue was homogenized by the Polytron
for 3 sec, and then by 4 passes with a motor-driven Teflonglass homogenizer" The homogenate was filt.ered through 4
layers of cheesecloth, diluted to I volumes with buffer 1,
then centrif uged at. 18009 f or 10 min t.o produce a crude
nuclear pellet.
Gi 1I f i lament.s were homogen i zed in 4
volumes of buffer 1 by the Polytron for four 15-sec periods
with 20-sec cooling periods between" The homogenaLe Þ¡as
filtered through I layers of cheesecloth and then centriPMSF was

made to 100

mM

4B

fuged for 10 min to obtain a crude nuclear pelIet"
RBCs or minced brains were homogenized in buffer

Packed
1

containing 0"25% Triton X-100 with 4 passes of a Teflonglass homogenizer. The homogenaLe was filtered through 4
layers of cheesecloth and centrifuged as above to obtain the
crude nuclear pellet"
For aIl tissues the crude pellets
were resuspended in 2"3 M sucrose buffer (2.3 M sucrose, 3
nrM MgC12, 1mM DTT, 1 mM spermidine and 10 mM Tris-HCl pH
7 "6) "
Thirty mI of this suspension was layered over 5 mI of
2"3 M sucrose buffer and centrifuged at 109,0009 for 45 min
to obtain purified nuclei. The purified pellet vras resuspended in buffer 2 (0"32 l.tl sucrose, 3 mM M9CI2, 3 mM DTT, 25
mM KCl, 2mM EGTA, 0"5 mM spermidine, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.2
and 5% glycerol (vol/vol)) and stored in liguid nitrogen in
small aliquots (less than 10 ml) for up to four months. The
nuclear suspension was used in the hormone binding assay"
In some experiments the binding site was furÈher purified by
saLt-extraction from the whole nuclei "
3"3

SODIUM CHLORTDE EXTRACTIoN OF THE BINDING SITE

Nuclear proteins were extracted from the purified nuclei
by the methods of Seelig et al" (1981b). On the day of use,

nuclei were thawed and washed once in buffer 2 conLaining
0.25% Triton X-l00, resuspended in TEM buf f er ( EO rnM TrisHCl, 2 mM EDTA, 5 mlf mercaptoethanol and 10% (vol/vol)
glycerol) containing 0"4 M NaCI and 5 mM MgCI2, brief J-y
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the Polytron, and then Vortexed at S-min
intervals for 45 min at 0 to 4"C. The extract was centrifuged at 13r000 g for 20 min and the supernatant, diruted to
0.2 M NaCI with TEM buffer; this represented the solubilized
receptor soluLion used in the binding assay.

homogenized by

The DNÀ content of the isolated nuclei,

the residual
pellet after salt extraction and the sol-ubilized receptor
solution were measured by the diphenylamine reaction
(Burton, 1956)" The solubilized receptor solution contained
no detectable DNÀ (Iess than 6 &tg DNÀ/ml). The protein
content of the extract was measured using the Bio-Rad kit.
3.4
3"

4. 1

THE

HORT"ÍONE

Who1e

BINDING ASSÀY

nuclei

the day of use the nuclear suspension in buffer 2 was
centrifuged at 1,8009 for I min at 0 t.o 4oC. The pellet was
resuspended in buffer 2 containing 0.25% Triton X-100, kept
at OoC for 10 min, then centrifuged as before, washed once
and resuspended in buffer 2"
On

For the T3-binding assay 500 ¡rL of the nuclear suspension
was added to buffer 2 containing [12sI]T3 to a final vorume
of 1 ml and a final tracer concentration of 2-5 x 10-1r M.
The ÐNA concentration was approximately 0.5 mg/mL" Non-saturable binding (b{Sn), which represents high capacity and low
affinity binding of the Lracer, was determined in parallel
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tubes containing 10-6 or 10-7 M unlabelled T3,

The initial

estimate of t.his parameter was used by the LIGAND program to
obtain a more accurate calculated value. In some experiments [12sI] T4 was used as the Lracer, and NSB was
estimated in the presence of 10-6 M T4. For the initial
characterization of the site and the chemical analogue
affinity studies, [1 2sr]T3 or [1 2sr]T4 of initial specific
activity 550 mCi/mg and 750 mCi/mg respectively, and
obtained f rom Industrial Nuclear (St "l,ouis, MO" ) , were used.
In all the other studies the Itzs1113, of initial specific
activity 1200 mCi/mg was obtained from Àmersham. Unlabelled
T3 and T4 were from Sigma (St.Louis, MO").
The nuclear suspension vras incubated wit.h the labelled

for 4 hr in a water bath at 15oC with agitation.
The incubation !ûas ended by placing the reaction tubes on
ice and adding 2 ml of ice-cold buffer 2 containing 0"5%
Triton X-100. The diluted suspension vras left 10 min,
Lransferred to different tubes, and centrifuged at 1000 g
for 20 min at 0 to 4oC. À 100-Ft aliquot of the supernatant
was kept for determination of the unbound r2s1. The
remainder of the supernatant was poured off, the walls of
the centrifuge tube wiped, and the 12s1 in t.he nuclear
pellet counted. Both total binding and NSB were determined
in triplicate for each condition"
hormone

Experiment.s were carried out to determine if the radioac-

t.ivity

in the supernatant reflected free or saturably
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protein-bound

[

12

sI

] rg.

Sephadex permeation chromatography

of the assay supernatant revealed that over 95 percent of
the [ 1 2s] I T3 was free in solution, although a small
percentage rrras saturably bound to protein (Appendix B),
Also, a 10 percent (w/v) solution of polyethylene glycol did
not precipitate any 1 2s1 from the supernatant. Thus, I 251
in the supernatant vras taken to represent free [12sI]T3.
Since the assay lras based on methods used for the rat,,
preliminary experiments were carried out to optimize the
assay for the trout.

The final composition of the assay
buffer (buffer 2) reflect.s the results of a series of experiments involving systematic alterations in the concentrations of M9CI2, CaCI2, ZnCL2, KCI, NaCl, DTT and spermidine,
as well as the al-teration of pH.
Experiments were also
carried out to determine the effect of freezing the tissue
and the nuclei, and the effect of washing the nuclei with
Triton X-100 before the assay"
3"4"2

Ext racted

recealors

Quantitation of T3 binding t.o the extracted nuclear
proteins was carried out by incubating the extracted
proteins with [125I]T3 in TEM buffer containing 0"2M NaCland 5 mM MgCl z aL 4oC" Non-saturable binding was measured
in para1le1 tubes containing 10-7 unlabelled T3" At Èhe end
of incubation, bound and free [12sI]T3 v¡ere separated by
adding 1 mL Dov¡ex 1x8-400 ion-exchange resin (160 mg/ml
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buffer) which adsorbed the free [12sI]T3 as well as contaminating raioiodide, and teft the protein-bound [ 1 2 5I ] T3 in
solut.ion, The suspension lras Vortexed at 5-min intervals
for 20 min, and the resin ?¡as then removed by centrifugation
at 18009 for 10 min,
Under assay conditions, the Dowex
bound over 99% of free [12s]l r¡ as v¡elI as contaminating
12sro" This method of separating protein-bound from free
Ir 2sr]T3 was verified using 4 ml Sephadex G-25 columns
(Appendix B) " A peak of radioactivity eluting in the void
volume was almost entirely displaced by 10-7 M unlabelled
T3 "
the amount of saturably proLein-bound [ 1 2 sI ] T3 vras
identical using these two methods (Appendix B) "
3.5

T3

ÀSSOCIÀTTON AND DISSOCIÀTION FROM THE BTNDING SITE

To determine the time-course of association of

T3 with

the binding site and to show that the binding had reached
equilibrium, 1125 IlT3 vras incubated with either isolated
nuclei or the extracted binding sites and total and non-saturably-bound radioact ivity det.ermined at intervals "
To show that binding was reversible,

the dissociation
rate was measured by addition of a thouand-fold excess of
unlabelled T3 to displace saturably bound [125I]T3 after
equilibrium had been reached"
The dissociation rate
constants (k-1¡ were determined for whole liver nuclei and
for sites extracted from Iiver and RBC nuclei " The association rate constants (k*) were determined for liver and RBC
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from detailed studies of the rates of the initial

(

Iess than

4 hr) association of t 1 2 5I I T3 wiLh the extracted siÈes,
Caleulations of the rate constants were according to Bennet
(1978).

3"6

CHEMICAL ÀNALOGUE AFFINITTES

The affinities

of Lhe following TH analogues relative to
T3 and T4 were determined by their ability to compete with
[12s rJT4, or [12sr]T3 for the sites in whole nuclei: L-T3,
L-T3, L-T4, and DL-T4 (Sigma, St"Louis, MO);
DL-3 ,s-di iodothyronine (or,-r2 ) , monoiodotyrosine (¡¿rt) ,
(Nutritional Biochemical Co" ,
di iodotyrosine (nrr)
Cleveland, OH), triiodothyroformic acid (rnrnOrut), triiodothyroacetic acid (fnfaC), t.etraiodothyroacetic acid
(rntnac), triiodothyropropionic acid (tRrpnop) and tetraiodothyropropionic acid (tntRapROp) (Cyclo Chemicals Co., Los
Àngeles, CA); 3rs-dibromo-2'- isopropyl-thyronine and
3'-isopropyl-3r5 dimethyl-thyronine (donated by Dr" P"
Block, University of Toledo, Toledo, OH); methyl-bridged T3
(donated by Dr. S. Psychoyos, CIBA-GEIGY Corp", Àrds1ey,
NY); 3', 5',3-T3 (CatUiochem, LaJolIa, CA). on the day of
use, analogues !{ere dissolved in 0.1N NaOH and diluted to
10-3 M after the pH had been adjusted to I - 9 by the
addition of 1N HCl, Further dilutions were made in buffer
2" The presence of unlabelled analogues caused a decline in
the in vitro binding of [ 1 2sr]T3 and I r 25r]T4 at
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equilibrium" À range of concentrations of each analogue was
chosen so that the competitive reduction of tracer binding
ranged from less than 5% to greater than 90%"
The displacemenL data were fitted

to a togistic equat 10n
using a computerized iterative curve-fitting procedure
ÀLLFIT (DeLean et al", 1978
a-d
Y=

d

1+( x/

")b
(Eguation

1)

where Y = the displacement of labelled TH at total added
analogue concentration X, d = the displacement at an
infinite analogue concentration, a = the displacement at
zero analogue concentration¡ 9 = the analogue concentration
resulting in 50% displacement (tCSO) and b = the logit-log
slope factor.
The computer program permitted constraint of

the parameters of the equation to the theoretical values" Since g
was expected to be equal to the saturable uptake of tracer
in the absence of unlabelled hormone, and d !üas expected to
be equal to NSB, these values were determined and substituted into t.he equation. This caused no significant deterioration of Èhe goodness of fit of the data to the best-fit
curve compared to the unconstrained best-fit curve. This
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analysis assumes that the free hormone concentration is
equal to the concentraLion of cold hormone added at the
start of the assay. It does not account for the mass of
[12sr]T3 added (2-5 x 10-11t"f) nor for the reduction of f ree
hormone due to receptor binding.
For both whole nuclei and extracted binding sites two
methods called "hot only" and "cold displacemenL" nere used"
Though there are technical- differences these techniques are
fundamentally the same if the assumption is made that
I n t.he "hot onIy" studies
[12sr]T3 is identical to T3"
nuclei were incubated with increasing concentrations of
Iabelled hormone under standard assay conditions, and the
radioactivity of the nuclear pellet (ttre bound fraction) and
Lhe supernatant ( f ree f ract i on ) tras counted "
An initial
estimate of NSB was obtained in paralIeI tubes containing
10-7M unlabelled T3. In the "cold displacement" studies the
same procedure was followed excepL that the nuclei were
incubated with a constant amount of [12sI]T3 and increasing
concentrations of unlabelled
hormone.
The "cold
displacement" data were generated in the chemical analogueaffinity studies.
The association constant (t<a) and the maximal binding

capacity were determined by Scatchard analysis (Scatchard,
1949) and also by using the computer program LIGAND. rhis
program calculates the binding parameters and the goodness
of fit of the data to the mass action binding model (Munson
and Rodbard,

1

980 )

"
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binding capacities of the whore nuclei were
corrected for degradation and loss of the receptor sites
from the nuclei during the binding assay" This was determined by preincubating nucrei under assay conditions for
various periods of time before adding the I I 2sI]T3. Since
the total saturable binding of the extract.ed receptor sites
remained stable for up to 72 hr of incubation, no such
correction of the calculated maximal binding capacity was
The maximal

requi red.

Since thyroidectomised trout could not be obtained,

a

correction was al.so made for occupancy of the receptor sites
by endogenous TH" The forlowing correction of the observed
maximal binding capacity is from Schuster et al . (1979) "

B(obs)

B(max)

=

dÀ,t - o.-Àe.t

(equation 2l
y¡here

) = the corrected value f or Ir2sI]T3 uptake;
B(obs) = the measured value for [12sI]T3 uPtake; À¡ = the
exponential rate of loss of receptor from nuclei; Åf = the
exponential raLe of dissociation of in vivo bound hormone
from the receptor under in vitro conditions; c = the
fraction of sites initially occupied by endogenous T3 at the
start of the assay" The correction assumes that all the
b (max
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ís T3 and that the lost receptors change
immediately into a non-binding form and that there are no
receptors present with intermediate affinity"

endogenous bound TH

3"6"1 Statistical comparisons of the bindinq parameters
The LIGAND computer program vras used for statistical
comparison of the fit of the data to single and multiple
binding site models both by the runs test and by comparison
of the goodness of fit of the data to alternative models by
an F-test

"

The LIGÀND program was also applied to comparison of the

receptor binding parameters between control and experimental
groups" The procedures followed those described by the
authors of the program (Munson and Rodbard, 1980). After
the binding parameters of both groups were adjusted for
differences in DNA recovery and endogenous hormone
occupancy, the parameter of interest h'as constrained to the
control va1ue. The program ?ras Lhen run to determine the
best-fit values for the remaining, unconstrained parameters
and both a runs test and an F-test were applied to determine
if the goodness of fit had changed at a significance level
of P=0 " 05.
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3,7

IN VIVO

NUCLEAR T3 BINDING

IN

DIFFERENT TISSUES

The in vivo methods used here are based on those of

Van

Der Kraak and Eales (1980) " For these experiments 100- to
150-gm fish were kept in 57-L aquaria.
Ànaesthetic was

directly to the aquaria in such a !{ay as to minimize
disturbance of the fish and then fish were injected i"p.
with 2"0 ¡rci t12srlT3 dissolved in 50% aqueous propylene
glycol per 100-gm body weight" Unlabelled T3 rdas injected
pre-mixed with Ir2sr]T3. At appropriate times the fish were
anaesthetized again, a blood sample was taken, and the
tissues were removed and stored in liquid nitrogen. The
plasma 12s1- rùas separated from the Itzs1]11 by chromatography on 2.S-mL Sephadex-Gzs columns using 0"1 M sodium
phosphate with 30 mM EDTA, pH 7"4 to elute the iodide, and
then with human plasma diluted 1:10 in the same buffer to
elute the [ 1 2sI]T3 (omeljaniuk et al. , 1984) " To measure
the nuclear-bound r25Ir nuclei were purified from the thawed
tissue using the same methods used for the in vitro studies"
added

[12sI]T3 uptake into the nuclei was
evaluated to determine the time at which the nuclea¡ 12s¡
content was maximal. At this " equilibrium time-point"
Ir25r]T3 is neither entering nor leaving the nuclei and the
specific activity is theoretically the same in the plasma
and the nuclei (Oppenheimer et al., 1974a)" For the in vivo
The time-course of

saturation analysis fish were killed at this time (18-22 hc
The nuclear T3 cont.ent
after intra-peritoneal injection).
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of ¡tzsllT3 in the nuclei
and the plasma, the [12s r]T3 specificity determined from
the added dose of unlabelled T3 and the endogenous plasma T3
concent,ration" The unlabelled T3 dose of 5000 ng T3/ 100 gm
body weighÈ was assumed to saturaLe the site (Van Der Kraak
and Eales, 1980)" The results were analysed by Scatchard
analysis after oppenheimer et a1. (197aa)"
!{as calculated from the the ratio

Chapter IV
RESULTS

4"1

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

Initial studies viere carried out to find a buffer to
maintain the integrity of the isolated nuclei during in
vitro incubation" Lysis of the nuclei is easily detected
visually by the clearing of Lhe nucl-ear suspension and the
formation of gelatinous aggregates of nuclei. The integrity
of the nuclei was further assessed by Nomarski microscopy
(Schrader and O'Mal-ley, 1981 ) .
Table 3 shows that nuclear
integrity is affected by the buffer composition and that the
buffer requirements are tissue-specific. The effects of t.he
buffer on both saturable and non-saturable [12sr]T3 binding
vrere also determined ( fable 4) "
Based on these studies
buffer 1 was chosen for tissue homogenization. Buffer 2 was
used for in vitro incubation of whole hepatic nuclei since
they appeared intact, NSB was 1ow and saturable binding was
therefore easily detectable, Since no satisfactory nuclear
suspension buffer was found for tissues other than the
liver, a different in vitro binding assay was used for the
comparison between tissues (see below).
o
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Table 3.The effect of assay buffer composition on the integrity
of nuclei during incubation, as observed by Nonarski
microscopy after 4 hr of incubation at 16-C.
Buf

fer

t i ssue

Iiver

Darling's
Galton's
Galton's

kidney

giIl

heart

+++

++

++

L

A

r,

L

++

L

B

+

+++

++

++

TESH

Davie's
buffer 2

r,

+++

+++

+++

++

L

++

+ mercaptoethanol

++

L

+

PMSF

+

L

+

NaHSO¿

++

+

+

+

- sperrnidine

- sperrnidine/
+ mercaptoethanol
- spermidine/
+ PMSF
- sperrnidine/
+ NâHSO4
- EDTA
_ EDTA/
+ EGTÀ
- spermidine,/
- EDTÀ/
+ EGTA

+

++
+

+,++ ¿¡! +++ represent a subjective description of the degree of
preservâtion of the nuclei (+++ indicating the greatest degree of
preservaÈion) as observed by Nomarski microscopy; L indicates
that the nuclei were lysed.
the buffer compositions are given in the text ("Material,s and
Methods", page 47).

-6 1-

Table 4. The effect of the composition of the homogenization and
assay buffer on total and non-saturable [12sJ]rg ¡inaing by
isolated hepatic nuclei. Non-saturable binding was determined in
the presence of 10-7M unlabelled T3.

homogenization

buffer *

assay
buffer*

IrzsIlt3 Uinding
& of total added)
Kidney
Liver
toLal NsB
total NsB sat.

0"32M buffer 2
sucrose Ga1ton's B
Davie's
TKMS
buffer 2
Galton's B
Davie's

5.5- 1.7 =
24.8 -16.4 =
5.2 - 2.3 =

3.8
8.4
2.9
4.8 - 1.5 = 3.3
16.6 -11.5 = 5.1
3.9 - 2.1= 1"8

* Buffer compositions are given in "l.laterials
page 44.
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Sat.

- 14,2=1.2
- 34.7 =-0,7
- 15"2 = 0.2
11.9 - 9.8 = 2.1
33.0 - 30.0 = 3.0
19.8 - 18.4 = 1.4
15.4
34.0
16.4

and Methods"
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Buffer 2 is similar to that used by Schuster et a1.
(1979) for studies of the TH binding site in human liver and
Tn order to improve the applicability
kidney cell nuclei.
of the method to trout, the optimal molar concentrations of
several components of the buffer were determined by varying
each one separately. The following consLituents of the
buffer v¡ere tesLed: divalent cations, monovalent caLions,
the polyvalent cation spermidine and DTT, The pH optimum was
also determined, In the interpretation of these results it
vras assumed that the nuclear-bound r 2s1 which was
displaceable by 10-6 M T3 represented [1 2sr]T3"
4"1.1

Divalent cations

chloride r¡as necessary for saturable binding of
[12sI]T3 (rigure 2 a)î at concentrations below 2 mM the
nuclei tysed.
In another experiment (data not shown)
saturable binding r{as shown to be higher at 3 mM than at 5
mM M9CI 2 ! theref ore t.hat concentrat ion !Ías used in buf f er 2
(ttre assay buf fer),
Magnesium

Calcium chloride inhibited saturable [12sI]rr3 binding at

any concentration above zero (rigure 2 b).

Calcium was not

added to buffer 2"

?ínc chloride caused nuclei to lyse at concent rat i ons
above 1 mM, and at lower concent rat ions i L had no significant effect on l12sIlT3 binding (rigure 2 c)" Buffer 2
contains no ZnCl 2o
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Figure

22

The effect of buffer composition on saturable and

non-saturable Ir2sI]T3 binding by hepatic nuclei
in vitro. Nuclei were incubated undèr standard
assay conditions with different concentrations of
a) MgC12, b) CaC12, c) znClz, d) KcI, e) NaCI, f)
spermidine and g) DTT. Q = tota] [1zsl]T3
binding, @ = non-saturable uptakeu A = mean
saturable uptake (+1 standard deviation of the
mean. in triplicate determinations). The @ symbol
in e) represents 20 mM KCl and 0 mM NaCl.
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4.1 "2

Monovalent cat i ons

Neither potassium chloride nor sodium chloride had very
dramatic effects on [12sI]T3 binding" Saturable binding was
maximal and the variability was }ow at 20 mM KC] (figure 2
d). In the absence of KCI and in the presence of NaCI there
was moderate saturable binding at all concentrations tested
(f igure 2 e).
Saturable uptake r{as lower at any concentration of NaCI than with 20 mM KCI alone" This was tested
in the same experiment (f igure 2 e; rt@rt symbol ) . Buf f er 2
cont.ained no NaCI.
4.1 .3

Spermidine

Spermidine is a polyvalent cation used in nuclear purifi-

cation procedures, where it provides necessary positive
charges r'¡ithout promoting endogenous DNase activity (wott et
a1., 1981)" Spermidine inhibited saturable [12sI]T3 binding
at concentrations greater than 0"1 mM (figure 2 f) but it
was necessary for maintenance of nuclear integrity
in the
absence of CaCIz" For these reasons a low concentration
(0.05 mM) was used in buffers 1 and 2"
4"1"4

DTT

slightly improved saturable uptake of [125I] and
reduced the variabitity of the results at a concentration of
5 mM (rigure 2 g). DrT ( 5m¡¿) was used in buf f ers 1 and 2.
DTT
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4.1"5

Ë

Figure 3 shows Èhe results of two experiments where the
pH was varied from pH 6"2 to 8"2" The pH of the buffers
used in subsequent experiments ttas 7 "2"
4"1"6

Tr i ton x-100

rt was shown that pre-washing the nuclei q'ith 0"25%
Triton x-100 in buffer 2 increased the saturable 12s¡
binding and that washing the nucfei in 0"5% Triton x-100
after the incubation greatly reduced NSB (nigure 4). In the
standard assay nuclei were washed in 0"25% Triton x-100
before incubat ion with I r 2 5r ] rS " Àfter the incubat ion the
nuclei were washed in 0"5% Triton x-100 prior to the final
centrifugation.
T3

4"2
4"2 .1

BTNDTNG CHARÀCTERISTICS OF WHSIE NUCLET

Linearitv of the assav

The saturabLe binding of [12sr] rg was linearly related

to the concentration of the nuclei over the DNA concentration range at which the assay was conducted (rigure 5).
4"2.2

T3 associaLion and dissociation raLes

rnitial

experiments conduc t.ed to

measure t.he t ime-course

of assoc iat ion of [ 1 2 s I I rg with isolated nuclei showed that
the rate of uptake was fastest at 20"C, but saturable
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Figure 3:

The effect of buffer pH on saturable and non-

saturable ¡tzs1lT3 binding by hepatic nuclei in
vitro"
Part À:Nuclei !{ere incubated under standard assay
conditions in pH 6"2 to 8"2"
Part B: nuclei were incubated at pH 7.0 to 7-8.
Q = total Ir2sr]rg bindingu @ = non-saturable
uptake, A = mean saturable uptake (t1 standard
deviation of the mean in triplicate
determinations).
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Figure 4i The effect of washing the nuclear suspension u'ith
Triton X-100 before and after incubation with
[12sr]T3

a) nuclei r¡ere pre-washed in 0.25% Triton in
buffer 2,
b) nuclei were post-washed with 0"25% Triton
and post washed with 0"5% Triton
c) nuclei were post-washed with 0"5% Triton"
The bars represent total uptake, crosshatched
areas represent

NSB.

The bars represent the mean of 3 determinations
one standard deviation"

+
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Figure 5: Effect of the amount of nuclei in Èhe nuclear
suspension on saturable uptake of I I 25I]tg.
NucIei representing different amounts of Iiver
were incubated with [12s]lT3 under standard assay
conditions. Each point represents the mean
saturable uptake (+1 standard deviation of
Lr ipticate determinations )
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binding lras highest
equilibrium by 3 hr
5 and 7)" Binding
declined after I hr

at 15"C (nigure 6 ) . Binding approached
at 10oC and 4 hr at 15 and 20oC (figures
remained constant for I hr at 10oC and
at 1soC (nigure 6).

The dissociation of bound [1 2sI]T3 from isolated nuclei

under assay conditions (rigure 8)

that the binding
reaction was reversible" The dissociation rate (k- ) sras 5.7
X 10-3 min-1 at 15"C. These data resulted in an estimate of
Àz= 0.75 hr-1
4,2"3

showed

TH analoque competition studies

n most instances t.he presence of increas ing amounts of
the unlabelled analogue caused a progressive decline in
Itzsl] UinAing at equilibrium (rigure 9, Tab1e 5)"
I

The pattern of iodine substitution affected the analogue

binding affinity.
T4 was less potent than T3, indicating
that an extra iodine on the outer ring inhibits binding.
3r5-T2 (analogue 3) and rT3 (analogue 10) vrere much less
potent than T3 or T4 indicating that one outer-ring iodine
and the 3r5 inner -ring iodines are important factors
enhancing binding. In all cases
:hu 3'05'-disubstit.uted
form of the hormone had lower affinity than the
3'-monosubstituted form (compare T3 and T4u and analogues 4
and 7e and 6 and 8). Those analogues where the alanine side
chain Ìras replaced by a carboxylic acid (in t.he case of the
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Figure 6:

Time-course of saturable [12sI]T3 binding to
trout Iiver nuclei at different temperatures in
vitro. The Itzsl] rg binding reaclion proce-ded
under standard assay conditions and was stopped
at the indicated
times for deternination of
nuclear-bound 1 251. Non-saturable binding,
determined in parallel tubes containing 10-7 M T3
was less than 2% of the added 12s1. & : 20oC, 0
: 15"C, x : 10"C" Each value represents the mean
of triplicate determinations.
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Figure

7

a

The time-course of binding of Ir2sI]T3 to trout
liver nuclei in vitro. Ir2sI]T3 was added to a
suspension of isolated nuclei. The binding
reaction continued under standard assay
conditions before it was stopped at the indicated
times for determination of nuclear-bound I 2s¡.
Non-saturable binding was determined in parallel

tubes containing 10-6M unlabelled T3" @ total
uptake, 0 nonsaturable uptake" (+1 standard
deviation of triplicate determinations) "
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Figure 8:

Rate of dissociation of bound [12sI]T3 from the
nuclear sites. Nuclei were pre-incubated luith
Ir25I]T3 under standard assay conditions for q hr
prior to adding unlabelled T3 to a final.
concentration of 10-7 M. Results are expressed as
the change in the amount of bound 12s1 compared
to similar tubes where only buffer 2 was added.
Initial saturably-bound Ir 2sI]T3 !ùas 2600 cpm,
The dissociation rate constant of 5.7 x 10-3 (at
15oC) was calculated by determining the slope of
In(bound[12sI]rg) versus time over the first 30
(Bennet, 1978)" The dissociation constant fz
Tin.
(Equation 1) determined over the f irst 30 min kras
0"75 hr-1
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Figure 9:

Representative displacement curves of I t z s1] r¡l by
different TH analogues" Purified nuclei were
incubated with 2.5 x 10-11 M [12sr]T3 under
standard assay conditions, either aLoner oF in
the presence of increasing concentrations of the
unlabelled analogues, Non-saturable binding was
determined in the presence of 10-6M unlabelled
T3" Data are plotted as the relative depression

of saturable Itasl] rg binding" The curve-fitting
1978) was used to
determine the best unconstrained displacement
curves.oT3, A TRIPROPTÃL-T4, Á DL-T4, @ r13.
program ALLFIT (DeLean et aI.,
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propionic acid analogues 6 and B the molecule is identical
to the thyronine except that it lacks an amino group)
invariably showed a greater displacemenL than those with a
complete alanine side chain (compare analogues 4, 5 and 6 to
T3; and 7 and I t.o T4). Also, changes in the length of the
carbon chain of the carboxylic acid substitution at R1
altered the affinity (the two-carbon analogue 4 bound more
sÈrongly than the one-carbon analogue 5 and slightly more
strongly than the three-carbon analogue 6), These changes
indicate that the COOH group interacts strongly with a
highly localized region in the site.
Àlso supporting the
highly specific structural requirements for this part of the
TH molecule was the lower affinity
of a mixture of D-T4 and
L-T4 (compare analogues 9 and 12) "
From analogue 11 it is
apparent that the central oxygen constituting the diphenylether link is not essential for binding. Analogues 12 and
13 indicate that iodine is not necessary for binding and
that alkane groups may substitute for halogen atoms"
Considering the importance of the 3' substituent for
retention of affinity (compare T3 to analogue 3), the alkane
ipr group in analogue 12 appears to be an effective
replacement for the 3'-iodine even if the Br atoms in the 3
and 5 positions were completely equivalent to iodine. The
methyl groups in positions 3 and 5 were not as effective as
Br, since analogue 13 had a lower affinity than analogue 12"
The thyronine structure is important for recognition by the
site since mono- and diiodinated tyrosine (analogues 14 and

89

15) did not displace bound It zsJJt3, and ANS, diphenylhydantoin and ipodate are effective only in the millimolar
range

"

To invesÈigaÈe the specificity of the nuclear T4 binding
site the [12sr]T4 displacement potency of a number of TH
analogues was determined (rabl-e 6).

The relationship
between structure and affinity for this site provides
The 95%
another basis for comparison with the T3 site"
confidence interval for these determinations lras Iarge as a
result of the low (4-5%) maximum saturable binding of [12sI]
The ranked order of
T4 as opposed to 15-20% for Itzs1]r¡"
the relative displacement potencies of the different TH
analogues, as well as their relative displacement potencies
per se, are similar for both the T4 and the T3 sites (lables
5 and 6)" Note that with Itzs1]14 the 3',3,5-trisubstituted
analogues had a higher affinity than the corresponding
3' ,5' ,3 r5-tetrasubstituted analogues (compare analogues 1 e
and 6 to 21 7 and I respectively in Table 6)"

4"2"4

4

Estirnation of Ka and maximal bindinq capacitv

Figure 10 shows representative Scatchard plots of nuclear
T3 and T4 binding after correction of NSB. These data were
The T3 binding data
derived from "Hot-only" experiments,
were also plotted as the ratio of bound r3/free T3 vs log
free T3, to show that the labelled T3 concentrations were
high enough to approach saturation of the sites and to allov¡
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Figure 10: Saturation analysis of Ir2sr]T3 binding by
hepatic nuclei in vitro"
Part À: Scatchard plot. Binding parameters for
this plot are; Ka = 7.7 N, 10s M-l, maximal
binding capacity = 2.9 X 10-tr M for T3, and Ka
= 1"1 X 10s M-1, and the maximal binding
capacity = 1.6 X 10-ti M for T4" Each point is
the average of a triplicate determination. Error
bars indicate one standard deviation and are
absent where smaller than the symbol "
A = [12sJJt3, 0 = [tzs1]tA.
Part B : [r2sr]rg binding data for the same
experiment plotted according to Klotz (1982),
the line represents a best-fit curve calculated
by the ÀLtFIT computer program (Delean e! aI. ,
1978)" The procedure yiófas an estimateã-na oi
4"6 X 10s g-t and a maximal binding capacity of
3.4 x 10-1f M"
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an accurate estimate of the maximal binding capacity (xlotz,

1982)" The linear Scatchard plots indicate that each
hormone binds to a single class of non-cooperative sites"
By use of the LIGÀND program the data did not fit
to a
te¡o-s i te model .
Table 7 shows the results of several Scatchard analyses"
A single pool of nuclei from over 50 fish was used for
experiments 112 and 3n giving an indication of the betweenThe binding affinity
for T4 (na =
assay variability.
1"1+0.48 (S"p) x 10s M-1) is about

ot that for T3
(Ka=7 "1+2.2 X. 10e M-1). The maximal binding capacity for T4
in these experiment.s (30 +15 fmol "mg DNÀ- 1 ) is lower than
that for T3 (67+9"9 fmol.mg DNA- 1 ).
20%

t{hen several experiments of

the "cold displacement" type
were analysed by the LIGAND program, the average T3 Ka was
2"4 + 1.0 X 10s ¡4- t.
The maximal T3 binding capacity Þras
not determined" The T4 Ka measured by this method was 1"5
+0.62 X 10s ¡4-1 and the uncorrected maximal binding capacity
was 65 + 1.0 fmol.mg DNA-I
Table 7 also shows the maximal binding capacity after

correction for loss of binding sites and for occupancy of
the sites by endogenous T3 by equation 2"
The study of
binding site degradation or loss from the nuclei (Figure 1 1 )
resulted in an estimate of À.r= 0"12 hr-1 The T3 dissociation
rate (rigure 8) gave an estimate of À"o=0"75 hr-1 The
initial nuclear occupancy by T3 was calculated from:

(Ka) and capaciÈy (MBc) determined
Tab)-e 7. Summary of bl ndi n9 affinlty
in "hot-onIy"
in vitro
T3 and Ir26I]T4
trl nd i ng to ÈrouÈ Ilwer nuclei

l-

i qand

Èrlã1

Ka

x
T3

MBC

fmoI.mgDNÀ-

mol.L- I
Oe +1 SDI
.1

2
3

of

Ir261]

MBC2
corrected
fmol.mgDNÀ-

|

117 + 16
69 + 14
114 + 22

7.1

averBge

1.4 ! o.63
1.1 ! O.39
av€ ra9e

analysis

69 + 9-3
5l + 8.2
67 + 13

6.6 + 2.1
7.7 + 1-g
7.1 ! 2.O

1

from saÈuration
exI]erimentB

106

39+20
51 + 33

23 ! 11
30+20
'I

.5

z7

45

r+1
aÈðndard deviaÈ ion
2 Fhe MBC was corrêcted
recèptor
occupancy
ualng equaÈion 2 assuming 50% iniÈiaI
occupancy the correcÈed walue would be
by endog€nous T3, aseuming 3% initial
6% great€r.

\0

è

9s

Figure 1 1 : Determination of the rate of loss of binding
sites due to degradation or release during the
incubation. Isolated nuclei were incubated
under standard assay conditions for different
times before adding 0.5 x 10-11 M Itzs¡J13, the
incubation was then continued for 4 hr after
which saturably-bound 12s1 was measured. Nonsaturable binding was determined in parallel
tubes containing 10-6M unlabelled T3" The
exponential half-time of receptor Ioss, derived
from log transformation of the data yielded a
half life of 6.0 hr (range 5.0-6.8 hr)" Àr= 0"12
(equation

1
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B

lmax¡

tll

Inr]

trl + Kd
(Equation
where: B (max) = the

max

3)

imal binding capacity ; L = the ligand
and [nr] = the concentration of recep-

or T3 concentration;
tor-Iigand complexes ( Bennet ,

1978)

"

1f the plasma T3 concentration is 2 ng"ml-1 and the free
T3 fraction is 0"13% (gales and ShosLak, 1985b) then the
receptor occupancy calculated by equation 3 is 3%" fhis
assumes that the plasrna free T3 is in reversible equilibrium
with the nuclear receptor, which may not be valid since
there is evidence of T3 transport into the ce1l and nucleus
(Freake et al,, 1985)" Because of this limitation of the in
vitro estimate, the endogenous occupancy of 61% cal-culated
from the in vivo study was used for the correction of the
binding capacity. The in vivo estimate accounts for any
intracellular transport which may exist and it is not
affected by the percentage of free horrnone in the plasma.
The estimate of endogenous occupancy is consistent with the
val-ue of 50% calculated by Van Der Kraak and Eales (1980)"
The corrected maximal capacities are 1.7 times greater than
the uncorrected values.
the corrected estimate of the binding capacity
and a DNA content of 3"2 pg.nucleus-1 (Vendrely and
Based on
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VendreIy, 1950 ) ttre number of T3 sites rdas estimated as 204
per nucleus. An alternative estimate, based on counts of
nuclei using a hemocytometer ( 75 r 000 nuclei .¡:t - 1 ) indicated
730 sites per nucleus.
4.3

TISSUE SPECIFICITY OF THE NUCLEÀR T3 BINDING SITE

4.3"1

4"3.1.1

In vivo studies
Time-course of nuclear Ir2sr]T3 binding

Intraperitoneally-injected I r 25I]T3 enters the circulation during the first 6 hr after injection, then clears
out with a half -lif e of 16 hr" Figure 12 shorqs the time
course of saturable 1251 binding to the nuclear fractions of
liver, spleen, kidney and heart. No saturable uptake was
detected in nuclei from the gut.
4"3"1.2

I

n vivo T3-binding parameters

Scatchard plots of nuclear-bound r2s1 versus the ratio of
nuclear to plasma 12s1 indicated the presence of high-af-

finity and timited-capacity T3-binding sites in nuclei from
the liveru the kidney and the gill (figure 13)" The Ka
values were 5"0 X 10t, 3"5 X 108 and 4.7 x,108 M-r, and the
maximal binding capacities srere 67 , 26 and 7 fmol"mg DNA- r
for the liver, kidney and gill respectively (table 8). No
binding was detected in nuclei from the spleen, RBC, 9ut or
heart. The Ka values¡ câlculated on the assumptions that
the free plasma T3 concentration is 0"13% ot the total-
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Figure

122

Time-course of saturable ll2sIlT3 binding to

Lhe

nuclear fractions of different tissues
determined in vivo" Non-saturable binding was
determined in the presence of 5000 ng unlabelled
T3 per 100 gm body weight and subtracted from
the total binding" Binding was not corrected for

DNA

recovery"
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Figure 1 3:

Scatchard plots of in vivo saturation analysis
of nuclear [12sr]T3 binding in Iiver kidney and
9i11. Binding parameters were calculated by
calculating the best-fit regression Iines. The
Iines were drawn by eye" Results are summarized
in Table g. E= liver Â = kidney, @ = gill
f i laments
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(gales and Shostak, 1985b) and that only the free fraction
is accessible to the cell (ekins, 1986) are 3.9 x 10t1, 2"7
X 1011 and 3.6 X 1011 g-t for the liverrkidney and gill
respectively (rable 8). These data did not converge to a
single-site model as determined by LIGAND analysis, probably
Thi s
because of the large variability of the data"
There
variability is also evident in the Scatchard plots.
was no evidence of high-affinity 13 binding in nuclei of the
spleen or the heart "

4"3"2

In vitro studies

Since the in vivo resulLs !Íere of limited precision,

and

the extrahepatic nuclei were unstable under in vitro assay
condiLions, a different in vitro T3 binding assay was
carried out using nuclei from the trout liver, kidney, 9i11,
brain, spleen and RBC, and the pituitary of the arct.ic
charr. In this assay [12sI]T3 binding was measured in sites
extracted from the nuclei by 0.4 M NaCl"
4.3"2"1

T3 association and dissociation rates
I r 25I I

T3 association and dissociation
with the solubilized bindinq sites was determined to show
that binding had attained equilibrium and was reversible"
Trout Iiver and giIl (rigure 14) and charr pituitary (nigure
15) sites reached equilibrium by 18 to 24 hr, while trout
kidney, brain, and RBC approached equilibrium by 48 hr
The time-course of

Table 8.

of Ir25I]T3 binding parameters of
liver, kidney and giIl nuclei as determined by
in vivo saturation analysis.

Summary

tissue

Iiver
kidney
9i11

Ka
l.mol-1
x 108

alternaÈive Ka* MBC
I.mol-1
fmol.mg

5,03

3.87

67

3.48

2

.68

25

4

3

"64

"72

DNA-1

x1011

*Àssuming that only the plasma free T3 (0"13% of the
total) is in equilibruim with the nucleus.

-104-
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Figure 14: Time-course of association and dissociation of
[ 1 2sJ] rg r¿ith salt-solubilized binding sites in
several t.issues. The initial free hormone
concent,ration tras approximately 0.1 X 1O-1o M.
Non-saÈurable binding ranged from 10% in the
Iiver to over 75% in the spleen. Each point
represents the mean of 3 determinations (+ z
standard deviations). Q = assocíation, ø I
dissociation upon addition of unlabelled T3
after the forward reaction had proceeded for 1B
hr"
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Figure 1 5:

Time-course of ItzsJ] t¡ association with
extracted proteins from the charr pituitary
nuclei. The initial free hormone concentration
ldas approximately 0. 1 x 10 - 1 oM. Each point

represents the mean of 3 determinations (+ 2
standard deviations). @ = total uptake, x =
saturable binding, 0 = NSB"
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(rigure 14). Reversibility of [1 2sI]T3 binding was demonst.rated for liver, kidneyo RBC and brain by adding 10-7 M
(final concenÈration) unlabelled T3 after 18 hr of
incubation; this caused a decline in saturable binding
(figure 14) " Reversibility vras not tested in giII because
the supply of nuclei was limited.
In the spleen no
consistent saturable 1251 uptake could be demonstrated
(f igure 14) , although the binding in t,he non-displaced
groups was higher than in the displaced groups" Non-saturable binding was 75 to 85% of. total binding, resulting in
uncert.a in determinat ions of saturable binding f or t.he
spleen

"

To investigate the apparent differences in the equilibration times for liver and RBC, the association and disso-

ciation rate constants (k* and k-) were determined. The
longer time required for the RBC sites to reach binding
equitibrium (rigure 14) was due to the much lower k* for RBC
(1
"9 x 108 1"mol- thr- 1 ) than for liver (8.9 x
10e1.mol- thr- 1) (r'igure 16; Table 9).
The k- was only
slightly slower for liver (0.067 hr- 1 ) than for RBC (0"1
hr-1) (rigure 17; Table 9) "
1

4

"3.2"2

Saturation analysis

For liver but not for RBC sit.es, the Ka values as determined by saturation (ffCe¡lO) analysis were identical when
determined after either 24 or 48 hr of incubation (table
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Figure

16:

of forward reaction rates for
saturable [12s I]T3 binding t,o extracted nuclear
proteins from liver and RBC. Q = liver, @ =
RBC" Approximately 5 x 10-1 rM Itzsl] tg was
added at the start of the incubation. Nonsaturable binding !{as determined in the presence
of 10-7M T3. The association rate constants ko¡
calculated according to Bennet (1978), are shown
in Table 9 . Beq represents maximum Ir2sI]T3
binding and Bt represents binding at time t.
Each point represents the mean of three closely
Comparison

agreeing determinat ions

"
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Table 9" Summary of T3 association and dissociation rate constants
of extracted binding sites from Liver and RBC nuclei. The
parameÈers k*,k- and Ka lrere calculated f rom
the association and dissociation experiments shown in
Figures 17 and 18 according to Bennet (1978).

tissue

liver

Èrial

a
b

12

khr-1

0.075

8.9

0.067

a
b

0"16
0"21

0.13
0"090

average

0"19

0.11

-l-tz-

*/kx 1010

Ka=k

1"mol-1

0,058

"0
5
"7

average
kidney

k*
l"mol-1"hr-t
x 10s

14.

0

0"18
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Figure 17: Comparison of the dissociation rates of Ir2sI]T3
from the extracted nuclear binding sites of
liver and RBC. After Irzs¡] tg binding (initiat
concentration 0,75 x 10-r 1 M) had reached
equilibrium, 10-7M unlabelled T3 was added to
block the forward reaction, @ = livero 0 = RBC"
Each point represents the mean of three closely
agreeing determinations" The k- values,
calculated according to Bennet (1978); are shown
in Table 9
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Table

1

O.

Tl aaue

liver

(MBc) of salt-extracted
Blndlng af f ini Èy (Ka ) and moxf.mal- bindlng capacity
blnding proÈeins Erom different
tiasues of Èhe troub. Ttrese pa rame t.e r s
plota shown in Figure 1 6.
anaì-yeís of Èhe saburation

Trlå1

6

b
c
d

fncubatlon
t ime
(hr)
24
24
24

48

a
b

24

a
b

4S

braln

a
b

4g
4a

RBC

a
b
c

48
48

911I
k

idney

we

24

48

24t

nuc].ear Ire5I]T3
re calculated
by

LIGAND

MBç

liver
1.4 !
1-5 +
1.5
:
.1
.3 +
2.9 +
5.O +
2.72
4.7
5.O +
1.O +
l6.O +
4.1 g
1.8 +

o.2 |
o.5
o.a

1.6

2.3
o.9

4.O

1.2

3.7

1.6

o.6
3

6

o.6

3.O
12.O

4OO + 4O
lso ;1oo
2OO i
90
27O + 22O
17O ! 20
90+30
34+7

er I

2

40 +8
20+6
4.7+ O.5
15 + I
1.5+ O.1

250

1.OO
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o.52

63

o.25

30

o

9.9

o.04

r

.12

approxlmabe standard €rror,
calculated
by f-IGAND analysie.
parameter converged Èo O by LIGÀND analysis
the afflnity
and was congÈrained Èo
without
th€ va].ue obtained by Scatchard analysie
aignificanÈIy
reducing Ètre goodness
oÉ É i t.
binding had not reactred equllibrium.

H
ts
ln
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10).

This is consistent with the observed time-course of
liver had reached
[ 1 2 sr ] T3 binding in these tissues;
equilibrium after 24 hr and RBC had not reached equilibrium
until 48 hr of incubat.ion.
Both the Iinear Scatchard plots (rigure 18) and LIGAND
analyses (rab1e 10) of saturation experimenLs indicate a

single class of high-affinity [ 1 25I] T3-binding sites in each
tissue. The Ka values are similar in all tissues tested in
the trout except for the RBC where the Ka is about 10 times
higher than for other tissues.
Saturation analysis was not attempted for the spleen
because saturable binding could not be established. This
vras not due to insufficient recovery of nuclei since the
extraction procedure began with more DNA than used for RBC
It is therefore IikeIy that there are fewer
and liver.
high-affinity sites present in the spleen than in the RBC"
The Ka values determined f rom the k*/k- ratio (rable

9')

are different from those determined by saturation (rrCeno)
analysis. For liver the Ka is 1 " 6 x 10s ¡q- t when determined
by saturation analysis and 1"4 x 101 1 ¡¡-t when determined
from the k*/k- ratio. For RBC the values obtained by these
two methods are 1"2 x 1010 ¡4- 1 and 1"8 X 10s ¡1- t respecL

ive1y.
The maximal binding capacities of the

sites as determined by saturation

(r.rCa¡¡n)

t-ext rac ted
analysis, vrere
sa I
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Figure 1 8:

Representative Scatchard plots of Itzs¡] t¡
binding to salt-extracted nuclear proteins from
different tissues. [ 1 2sI]T3 concentrations of
approximately 0.1 to 5.0 X 10-roM were added to
the nuclear extract and binding was allowed to
approach equilibrium, Non-saturable binding sras
determined in the presence of 10-7 M unlabelled
T3. The protein contents of the nuclear extracts
were: l-iver , 251; 9i11, 100; kidney, 540; brain,
213 and RBC, 1 16 ^ûrg.ml- t " Binding parameters are
surnmarized

in Tatile
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not corrected for degradation of the sites because [12sI] T3
binding did not decline up to 48 or 72 hr of incubation
(rigure 14). Since [12sr]T3 binding was reversible with a
half -1if e of dissociation of 10 "7 hr, most of t.he endogenous
bound 13 would have been released from the sites during
incubation; assuming 50% initial occupancy the capacity
would be underestimated by 10% after 24 hr of incubation,
To test the efficiency of the salt extraction, the maximal
binding capacity was determined for a single pool of hepatic
nuclei both by the present method and the in vitro method
using whole nuclei " Àfter correction for receptor degradation and loss and occupancy by endogenous T3 the maximal
binding capacity was 3.04 x 10-11 M for the whole nuclei and
3"14 x 10-1 1 M for the extracted proteins (103% recovery).
If the maximal binding capacity of liver is normalized to 1,
the capacities of the other tissues (table 10) are: 9i11,
0"52; kidney, 0"25; brain, 0"12 and RBC, 0"04. The lack of
saturable [12sI]T3 uptake by spleen nuclei indicates that
the number of T3 binding sites is below the detect.ion limit
of the assay.
4 "3 "2

"3

The arct.ic charr pituitary

For the sites extracted from the nuclei of arctic charr
pituitaries,
both Scatchard and LIGAND analysis showed a
single class of T3-binding sites with a Ka of 7.1 X 10s g-t
and a maximal binding capacity of 150 fmol"mg DNÀ-t(figure

120

19, Table 11). Each determination was made from a pool of
nuclei from over 300 fish, mosL ranging betrseen 300-1000 gm.
If the maximal capacity of the trout liver is normalized to
1 e the charr pituitary
nuclear binding capacity is 0.6.

of the charr pituitary site was determined by in vitro displacement" The approximate affinity of
the site for [12sI]T4 vias 4.61+0,52 x108 M-1, 2.2% of. that
of Itzs1]r¡" The relative affinity of Tq is therefore fower
than it is in the trout. liver (rable 5; Figure 20; Table 11)
The T3 specificity

4"4

PHYSIOLOGICAL FÀCTORS AFFECT]NG THE RECEPTOR BINDING
CAPACITY

Experiments r{ere conducted to determine the effects of

different physiological states on the properties of the
hepatic T3-binding sites"
In these studies the in vitro
binding assay with whole nuclei was used because of its
slightly greater precision compared to the in vivo assay and
the reduced likelihood of artifacts compared to the
extracted receptor assay.
To reduce the effect of interassay variation (table 7 shows the results obtained in three
separate determinations of a single pool of nuclei), the
nuclei from the control- and experimental groups of fish were
isolated at. t.he same time, and all the binding assays were
run simultaneously. À11 conclusions were based on comparisons of such paired groups"
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Figure 19: Scatchard Elot of II2sI]T3 binding to proteins
extracted from-pituitary nuclei of the arctic
charr. " It 2sI]t3 conceitration" lrurvinã f rom
approximately 0"1 to 5 x 10-ro u weie ãaa"a to
the nuclear extract and incubated at 4 oC
hr. Non-saturable binding was determined inforthe2e
presence of 10-7M unlabelled T3. The protein
content of the nuclear eNtract was 302 pg.ml-r"
Binding parameters of several experimen"ts are
summarized in Tab1e 1
1
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Figure 202 Displacement, of [12sI]T3 from extracted binding
sites of the charr pituitary by unlabelled T3
and f4" The 0"4M NaCI extract was incubated
with 4"4 x 10-1 1 [rzs¡] tg aloner oF with
increasing concentrations of T3 (e) or T4 (+).
Binding parameters are listed in Table 1
1
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Table

11

pool

Summary of thyroid hormone binding parameters by
" extracted
proteins from charr pituitary nuclei "

I i gand

method

Ka

1,mol-1

MBC

f

x10s

1

T3

2

T3

3

T3

hot only
hot only
cold

di splacement

cold

T4
d

i splacement,**

7

"35

+

.7 4*

6

"67

+

2.5

20 "1 +

2.8

0.461 + 0"052

205

mol "mg DNA-

+

0.014

93 + 19

14s

+ 9

140

+9

* approximate standard error as calculated by the
LIGAND program"
** unlabelled T4 displaced I r 2stl13

-I25-
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4.4

"

1

oi.el chanses in bindinq site properties

To investigate the possibility of a daily cycle in
receptor affinity or capacity, three groups of 20 trout were

kept in tanks in a controlled environment-room under a 12-hr
light/ 12-hr dark (0700 to 1900 hr) schedule and fed 1% of
body weight of trout pellets at 1000 hr each day. Groups
were killed at 0830 hr, 1200 hr and'1930 hr on one day and
the nuclei prepared and storec, The binding parameters were
not significantly altered by time of day (fable 12). The
remote possibility that the site properties vary during the
day was further excluded in subsequent experiments since the
control and experimental groups were sampled together"
4"4"2

Bindinq site properties in fish qrowinq at different
rates

rn order to investigate the rerationship between the site
properties and the growth rate, groups of large and small
trout from a single population were compared. The mean
weight of of several- hundred fish of identicat age in a
singie 2"5 kL tank was 21 gm" There were no differences in
Ka or maximal binding capacities of the sites in subgroups
of 45-50 fish of less than 15 gm or of greater than 26 gm
from t.his population (rable 13).
The conclusion that the
binding site properties are not related to Lhe growth rate
is based on the assumption that the growth rates of these
groups of fish was different at the time of sampling.

Table 12" The effect of sampling time on Ir2sI]T3 binding
parameters of isolated trout Iiver nuclei "
sample time

Ka
.

MBC¡t
.

I "MOI
x10s

f

-l

mol".mg DNÀ-

0830

?.33

+

0.4**

2s6

!27

1

200

3.95

+

2,1

372

+12

1

930

3"

278

+58

09 + 0"96

I

Àpproximate standard error as calculated by
the LIGAND computer program
** correcLed assuming 50% initial nuclear
occupancy

-L27

-

Table 13' Thyroid hormone binding parameters of isolated hepatic
nuclei from }arge ( >25 gm ) and small ( <1 5 gn )
rainbow trout of identical age taken from a single
population in a single Èank.

fish size

sample

corrected binding

Ka

t ime

Lmol-1

9m

x10s

capac i
f

ty*

mol.mg

DNA-

>25

AM

5"9

+

1

>25

PM

9.1

+

?"7

260

<15

ÀM

5"3

+

1.3

330 + 54

<15

PM

7.1

+

2"4

310 + 56

"6**

I

300 + 52
+ 47

* corrected assuming 50% initial receptor occupancy
** approximate standard error calculated by the
LIGÀND program

.T2B-
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In other experiments iÈ h'as observed that the maximal
binding capacity was generally higher in smaller and/or
younger fish. A post hqq examination was made of
relationship between the hepatic nuclear T3 binding capacity
and body weight of the controL groups of fish from a number
of experiments (Figure 21) " These fish had all been kept at
the same temperature (12"C), fed the same ration and dieÈ
and were on the same light cycle.
The size of the holding
tanks did vary but this factor did not explain the
variability of the hepatic maximal binding capacity (see
legend to Figure 21) " These data indicate that the receptor
capacity is related to the body weight of trout"
There ?ras
no observed relationship between the body weight and the Ka"
4"4"3

Food ration and starvation

Trout were fed different amounts of a standard trout diet
over a period of 40 days" The growth rate increased as the
ration was increased from 0.5% of. body weight per day to 2%
and did not show a further increase at 3% (rable 14) "
Consistent with the study of the effects of growth rate, the
Ka and the maximal binding capacity vrere not significantly
affected (table 14).
Starvation for 3 or 7 days was associated with a
reduction of the maximal binding capacity to 36% and 50% of.
that in the control groups fed 1% of body weight per day.
The reductions were significant at P<0"01 (table 15 )reven

130

Figure 21: The relationship between trout body weight and
the hepatic nuclear T3 MBC. These trout
represent the control groups from a number of
experiments" The diet and Iight regime were
similar for these groups; however the tank size
and the sampling time did vary. Groups are
from:
@, Table 13 u tank size was 2"5 kl
0, Figure 22, tank size was 57 I
X, Table 12, tank size was 57 I
&, Table 15, tank size was 157 1
A, Table 14, tank size was 57 I
*, Table 16, tank size was 157 I
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if the conservative assumpÈion is made that the receptors
are 50% occupied in the fed groups (thus lowering t.he
maximal binding capacity after correction by equat.ion 2) and
not occupied in the sLarved groups ( increasing the maximal
capacity by 6%) "
4"4"4

The effect of estradiol on nuclear T3 bindinq

n two separate exper iment.s trout. ?¡ere in jected intraperin 40 ul of
itoneally with 17ß-estradiol-3-benzoate (et)
peanut oil at a dosage of 0.5 m9/100 gm body weight"
Control fish received peanut oil alone, The fish were
injected on days 0 and 3 and liver nuclei were isolated on
days 7 and 12. The maximal binding capacity correction
factor (equation 2) was slightly different for the different
groups because the plasma T3 levels and therefore the
initial site occupancy were affected by Ez treatment. The
differences in the correction factors were less than 1%" In
all cases the T3 maximal binding capacity of the Ez-Lreated
fish was lower than that for the corresponding control" The
changes are signif icant (P<0.05) only in one of two trials
on day 7 and in one of tr+o trials on day 12 (table 16 ), In
no case was the Ka affected by E2 treatment (Table 16 ) "
I

Table 14.The effect of dietary ration on Ir25I]T3 binding
parameters of trout hepaÈic nuclei "

ration

calculated

Ka

%.day- r

%.day-

I.mol -

rat i on*
1

SGR**

MBC

x10s

1

fmol,
rngDNÀ

-

r

%daY-

0.5
0.5

0.72
0.76

+

2.13

1"6

+

1"1

83 + 32
79 + 49

0.12
0"07

1.0
1.0

1,3
1.0

3
2

.47
"59

+

0.7

91

2"0
2,0

2"0
2"2

3"0

2"8
2"8

3.0

3"11

1.1

+ 13
70 + 24

0.73

+

4,35

+

0.9s

"84

+

0.6
2.2

+

2

110 + 61

1"0

3.73

+

1.5

85 + 23
66 + 21

0.86

3

"21

a 1"3

51

4

0. s1

1"0

* Ration=(food weight x 100 )/exp(lnlinitial weíghtJ/2
-1n

**

Ifina1 weighr] /2)

sGR=(In
days

Ifinal weighr] -tn Iinitial weight] )xl oo /

-l-32-

40

t

Table 15,The effect of 3 and 7 days of starvation on
binding parameters of trout hepat.ic nuclei.
treatment feeding
duration status

sample

Ka

MBC

I "mol-

time

r

f

x10s

days

T3

60+
51 +

mol "mg DNÀ-

"25

+
+

2"0*
2.0

"49
"24

+

1.4

+

1.1

23+

2

+

2.23
3"69

+
+

0"7
0"7

68+
33+

16

PM
AM
PM

2
3

+
+

1.3
0.6

29+ 8.8**
22+ 2"7 **

3
3

fed
fed

ÀM
PM

5.82

3
3

starved
starved

AM
PM

7
6

12
12

fed
fed

AM

12
12

starved
starved

7

"96

"2s

16

16
12

"2**
3"1**

* approximate standard error calculated by LIGÀND
analysi s
*$. signi f icantly different from the corresponding
control value by an F-test, p<"01
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Table 16. The effect of Ez injecËed ip on days 0 and 3 on
T3 binding parameters of trout hepatic nuclei.

Èrial

treatment sample plasma
day
T3
ng"mL-1t

1
1
2
2

t
*
**

Ka
l.mol- I

MBC

fmol.mg

conÈrol
E2
control
E2

7
7
12
12

2"8
0.8
3.3
3.9

3.8 + 0.7*
4"8 Il.g
0.8 + 0.4
3,gT-1"3

control
E2
control
E2

7
7
12
12

2"1
0.7
2.8
2.2

3"4 + 1.1
1"2 f O"3
7.4 + 3"0
8.1 I1.6

14 + 3.1
11 j.3,2

83 +

25;

31

4"4 **

57 + 15
33 I5**
33 + 10
25 + 3"5

as determined by D. Cyr
approximate standard error determined by
analys i s

LIGÀND

significantly different from the control values

by F-test (P<0.05)

1zq-

DNA-

t(10s

1
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4"4"5

The effects of alteration of plasma T3 leve]s

Since ration,

starvation and Ez influence plasma T3
levels, it is possible that the changes in receptor
properties observed under these conditions are secondary to
this effect. Consequently the effects of altering the plasma
T3 leve1s on the receptor properties were studied. Plasma T3
vras increased with exogenous T3 administered by immersion in
a T3 solution (Omeljaniuk and Eales, 1985) or by adding it
to the food; plasma T3 levels vrere decreased using the drug
sodium ipodate (Cyr and Eales, 1986). Corrections were made
for concomitant changes in initial site occupancy using
equation 3 and this was applied to the correction of the
maximal binding capacity by equation 2" Immersion of trout
in 2 ug T3 per 100 mI according to the method of Omeljaniuk
and Eales (1985) raised the plasma T3 levels to 27 n9/mt and
caused a slight, non-significant reduction in the corrected
(and uncorrected) maximal binding capacity (rable 17) "
Feeding trout 4 and 12 ppm T3 in the food (trout were fed 2%
of body weight once per day) raised the plasma T3 levels to
B and 22 ng/ml respectively but caused no significant
changes in the Ka or the corrected or uncorrected maximal
binding capacity, (Tab1e 18) "
In trout given sodium ipodate (3 intraperitoneal injections of 5 mg per 100 gm body weight, ofl days 0, 3 and 6 and
sampled on day 7) there Þ¡as a significant reduction of the
corrected and uncorrected maximal binding capacity and a

Table 17.The effect of altered T3 levels on Irzsr]T3
binding parameÈers of trout hepatic nuclei,
t rea tment

plasma

level

T3

Ka

I"mol-

s

ng.mL

cont

rol

MBC
1

N10s

fmol "mg DNA-

2"0

L!

+

0.28*

87+

29

T3 immersed

26

6.9

+

6"7

68+

33

ipodate

1"2

9"1

+

2"8

28+

3**

approximate standard error as determined by
analys i s .

LIGANÐ

** significantly different from the control values

by F-tesr (P<0.05)
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Table 18" The effect of exogenous T3, given in the food on the
T3 binding parameters of trout hepatic nuclei.
T3 concentration plasma T3

in the food
ppm*

12

Ka

levels r

1.mo1-

ng.ml- t

2"0
7"7
27

1

MBC

fmol.mg

x1 0s

3"8 + 1.4**
1"4 + 0"7
2"5 + 1.6

89 +

25

+
68 +

50

111

* fish were fed 1% of. body weight once per
t as determined by D" Cyr
** approximate standard error as determined
LIGÀND

DNÀ-

analysis.

-13 7-

33

day"
by
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slight but significant increase in affinity (rable 17) " In
an tn vitro competition experiment using whole hepatic
nuclei, sodium ipodate displaced 50% of [12sr]T3 binding at
10-3 M (nigure 22) " Assuming a clearance rate of zero.
ipodate would reach a maximum plasma concentration of 2"4 X
10-4 M. Àssuming unrestricted access to the nuclei this
would result in 16% nuclear occupancy with a corresponding
underestimate of the maximal binding capacity. Even if the
binding were not reversible this would not be sufficient to
account for the observed reduction of the T3 binding
capacity by ipodate as shown in Table 17

139

Figure

222

rn vitro displacement of [12sr]T3 binding by
sodium ipodate. Isolated hepatic nuclei were
incubated under standard conditions with 5 x
10-1 1M [12sI]T3 with increasing concentrations
of ipodate in the assay medium" Results
are
expressed as % inhibition of maxirnum I 2 s¡
binding" Each point is the mean of duplicate

determinations.
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Chapter

V

DT SCUSSION

on preliminary experiments the assay buffers and
protocol were chosen Lo maximize saturable binding and to
Based

minimize non-saLurable binding.
Non-saturable binding was greatly

reduced by maintenance

of nuclear stability during incubation. When nuclei lysed,
saturable binding was sti1l detectable but difficult to
measure accurately because the standard deviation of the
non-saturable binding was higher than the magnitude of the
saturable binding, The assay buffers appeared to affect
these two types of binding independently.
Lysis of the isolated mammalian nuclei in vitro is
partially due to activation of endogenous nuclease activity
(Schrader and O'Malley, 1981) which is reduced by adding the
cations calcium, magnesium and spermidine (wott et a1.,
1981). In the trout these cations were very effective in
maintaining nuclear stabitity while the enzyme inhibitors
PMSF and NaHS0¿ were only partially effective (table 3 ) "
Saturable binding is influenced by the assay buffer

composition" The buffer may influence the conformation of
the site v¡hich is probably a protein (Van Der Kraak and

- 141 -
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Ealeso 1980)u and may also influence the tendency of the
siÈe to be solubilized from the nuclei during in vitro
incubation. Such loss of binding sites from isolated nuclei
has been shown to occur in the rat (Bernal and DeGroot,
1977) "
Solubilized sites would not be detected in the
binding assay using whole nuclei, which relies on low speed
centrifugation to separate the bound 12s¡" Sephadex chromatography (Appendix B) showed that a portion of the 12s1 in
the assay supernatant is saturably bound to a high molecular
weight site, and t.his would at least partially explain the
loss of binding sites in the pre-incubation experimenL (see
Figure 11 ).
The dramatic decline in receptor number with increased

concentrations of either the divalent cations or the
polyvalent caLion spermidine may be due to an increase in
receptor solubilization.
In the rat the rate of receptor
solubilization is increased by increased concentrations of
calcium and magnesium (Rodriguez-Pe/a and Bernal, 1982) and
is also inhibited by T3 (.laf f e and Means, 1977) . These
authors consider that t.he receptors which are lost from the
nuclei are free in the nucleoplasm, v¡hile the remaining
receptors are bound to the chromatin"
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5"1

T3 BINDING

CHARACTERISTICS

The linear Scatchard plots fitted

by the TIGAND program
indicate that isolated trout hepatocyte nuclei contain
high-affinity,
IimiLed-capacity binding sites for both T4
and 13, and that each hormone binds to only one class of
sites" Both sites show a high degree of chemical specificity f or the thyroid hormones, t.he highest af f inity being
for T3 and other 3r5r3'-trisubstituted analogues"
The estimates of the Ka and maximal binding capacity vary

sIight.ly depending on whether the saturation analysis $ras
carried out by the "hot only" or the "cold displacement"
methods" When both types of experiments are analysed using
the LIGAND program, the latter method gives a lower estirnate
for the affinity,
The "hot only" experiments are probably
the more accuraLe because the free hormone concentration is
directly measured at the end of the incubation rather than
being estimated from Lhe amount of hormone added. Since
about 7% of the added hormone is unaccounted for by the sum
of bound and free 12s¡ at the end of the incubation
(presumably because it adhered to the incubation vessel),
the "cold displacement" method will underestimate the
binding affinity"
inherent in the "cold displacement" assay
should not alter greatly the conclusions from analogue-affinity studies, since these are based on relative comparThe errors
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isons rather than the absolute binding affinities.
The
structure-affinity profile should sti1l be accurate unless
the different analogues had different affinities
for the
glass. By these methods the binding affinity of T4 is 14%
of that of T3 (Tables,5 and 5 ); by the'hot only'method
(f igure 1 0 , Table 7 ') T4 had 20% of the af f inity of T3, A
factor which may have contributed to the overestimation of
the T4 affinity by the cold displacement method is the
possibte contaminaÈion of the unlabelled T4 with T3" The T4
from our source (Sigma, St"Lois, MO) contains about 1% T3 (
Dr. V" À, Galton, pêrsonal communication) which would not
be high enough to account for the observed binding affinity"
Both T3 and T4 appear to bind to the same site in the

Iiver, T4 having a lower affinity
than T3" The chemicalstructural requirements of both sites are similar; there was
no significant difference in the structure-affinity profile
when [12sI]T4 was used as the labelled ligand rather than
[125r]13. The observation that T3 and T4 can completely
displace each other from their nuclear-binding sites
indicates that there are no sat.urable sites which exclusively bind T4 or T3. The interpretation that there is only
one TH-binding site is also consistent with linear Scatchard
plots showing that. each hormone binds to a single class of
sites.
The values for the T3 and T4 maximal binding capacities do not agree exactly, but they are not st.atistically
differenL. Thus these results ãre consistent. with the
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hypothesis that a there is a single class

of sítes which

cross-reacts with T4 and T3.

5"2

T3

BTT,IDING CHÀRACTERTSTICS OF EXTRACTED NUCLEAR SITES

The kinetics describing the binding of [12sI]T3 to the

salt-extracted nuclear sites are consistent with a bimolecular reversible binding model, Tn all tissues in which
saturable binding !ilas demonstrated, the forward binding
reaction approaches equilibrium in 18 to 48 hr of
incubation, after which the bound fraction remains stable
for up to 48 or 72 hr. In liver, kidney, brain and RBC the
[ 1 2 sI ] T3 binding is reversible upon addition of excess
unlabelled T3. Both the Linear Scatchard plots and the
LIGAND analysis of the saturation data also support the
hypothesis of a single class of reversible high-affiniLy 13
binding sites in nuclei f rom t.he trout liver, ôs well as the
9i11, kidney, brain and RBC and the pituitary of the arctic
charr.

In agreement with findings with rat extracted hepatic
sites but in contradiction to the predictions of the
reversible binding model (Bennet, 1978) the equilibrium
binding constant (na) is not equal to the ratio of k*/k-"
Seelig et al" (1981b) observed a similar discrepancy in an
identical assay with the rat.
They explained this by the
presence in the assay of non-specific "inapparent" binding
sit.es which for an unknown reason released [12sr]T3 to the
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resin but not to the solubilized binding sites.
This
primarily affects the deLermination of the binding rate
constant.s (k* and k-) while the equilibrium bínding parameÈers are not significantly altered (SeeIig et aI., 1981b),
Dolvex

For trout liver, gill,
kidney and brain the Ka values
fall within the narrow range of 1"0-5"0 x 10e M-t,
suggesting that the same class of siLe may exist in each of
these tissues in trout.
On the basis of the associat.ion
rate constant and the equilibrium association constant, it
is possible that the RBC nuclear site is qualitatively
different from that in other tissues.

the arctic charr pituitary appeared to be of
intermediate affinity,
This is noL due to the presence of
large numbers of erythrocyte nuclei together with those from
pituitary cells as judged by the amount of hemoglobin in the
pituitary homagenate. Neither is it due to the presence of
multiple classes of sites as investigated by LIGAND
The Ka of

analys i s "
The properties of the nuclear T3 site reported here for

the rainbow trout agree closely with most of those reported
previously for the rainbow trout and other salmonid fish"
The Ka values for the salt-extracted liver site (1.6 x 10s
M-1, Table 10 ) and the whole nucleí (7"1 x 10e M-1, Table 7
) are comparable to values reported for inÈact hepat.ic
nuclei in coho salmon (1.03 x 10s M-1, Darling et aI.,
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1982), and lake trout (1"46

x

10s M-1,

Weirich et al",

1987)"

Since maximal binding capacity varies widely depending
on the size of the fish this factor should be considered
when comparing the results of different studies.
In the
initial characterization of the site using whole hepatic
nuclei and in the salt-extracted sites the fish ranged from
150-750 gm and the capacity varied f rom 110 t.o 250 f mol " mg
DNA-1, Most previous studies used fish weighing 150 to 200
gm. In these the hepatic nuclear maximal binding capacities
were 127 fmol" mg DNA-1 in 15-20 cm coho salmon (oarling et
al., 1982) and 250 fmol" mg DNA-r in 175 gm lake trout
(weirich et al., 1987)" For rainbow trout RBCs, boLh the Ka
and the maximal binding capacity (1 "2 x 101o ¡4-1 and 9.9
fmol.mg DNA-1 respectively) were higher than those values
reported by Sullivan et al" (1987 ) in 250-750-9m trout (1"6
x 10s ¡4-t and 3"6 fmot.mg DNA-1)"
high-affinity T3
binding sites varied 3O-fold from liver aL the high extreme
to RBC at the Iow extreme and no sites were detectable in
However, to put the present maximal binding
spleen nuclei.
capacity values in perspective, it is important to recognize
that each tissue represents a heterogenous population of
cel1s, and the observed maximal binding capacities may
reflect the contribution of a particular sub-population of
The absence of
responsive cells in a given tissue.
The tissue abundance of salt-extracted,
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saturable T3 binding in rainbow trout spleen nuclei is
consistent with the lack of saturable T3 binding in spleen
nuclei of the coho salmon (oarling et al., 1982)" There
have been no previous determinations of t.he Ka or maximal
pituitary
capacity of T3 binding to nuclei of kidney, gill,
or brain in teleost fish.
5"3

IN VIVO

STUDIES

rn vivo det.erminations of nuclear [ 1 2 sr ] T3 binding were
imprecise as indicated by the low correlation coefficients
of the Scatchard plots and the lack of convergence in the
LIGAND analysis of the data"
In spite of this, these
studies support the in vitro findings in three ways" They
show (i) high affinity, saturable nuclear binding in several
tissues, (ii) the binding affinity (na) is similar in the
liver, the kidney and the 9i11, and (iii)
the maximal
capacity, or relative abundance of sites is lower in the
gilI and kidney than in the liver and below detection in the
other tissues"
(na = 5.3 X 108 M-r) is
slightly higher, and the MBC (Al fmol.(mg DNA)-l) is lower
than previously determined by Van Der Kraak and Eales,
(1980). In Lhat study the Ka was
1"2 X 108 ¡4- t and the
binding capacity was 320 fmol. (rng DNA) - r "
The lower
capacity in the present study is only partially explained by
an observed 33% loss of saturable binding when the tissues
The in vitro binding affinity
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were frozen before nuclear preparation"

The Iiver T{as not

frozen in the previous study. Based on the assumpÈion that
only the plasma free T3 fraction is in equilibrium with the
cell (nkins, 1986) and that there is no intracellular T3
transport the adjusted Ka is 3"87 X 101 1 ¡4-t" The latter
assumption may not be valid in light of findings of intracellular T3 transporL in rat hepatocytes and pituitary cells
(Freake et aI., 1985)" The finding that the corrected in
vivo Ka is higher than that determined I in vitro I provides
indirect evidence that intracellular T3 transport does
occurs in the trout as well as the mammalian ce1I" This is
consistent with findings in the lake trout by Weirich et al"
( 1e87 ) .

either the corrected or uncorrected in vivo binding
parameters are applied to equation 3, these studies predict
61% nuclear occupancy in fish with a total plasma T3 leve1
of 2ng.m1-1" This compares to an estimated 52% occupancy in
the study by Van Der Kraak and Ea1es (1980). The in vitro
binding studies result in an estimate of 3% occupancy in
this study, and 9% in the study of Weirich et al" (1987)"
I.ihen

5"4

EVOLUTIONARY CONSERVATTON OF THE BINDING SITE

The TH-binding characteristics of isolated

nuclei are
comparable to those in the rat and a number of other vertebrates, indicating a high leveI of evolutionary conservat i on
For both whole nuclei and the extracted
of the sites.
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sites, the binding affinity is higher than that in the rat
and the capacity is lower o though both values fal1 within an
order of magnitude of those in the rat (Schuster et al",
1979)

"

The receptor dissociation rate in whole hepatic nuclei

was, k-=5"7 x 10-3 min-r at 15oC comparable to the rat value
(K-t=5.7 x 10 -3 min-1 ) obtained under similar assay conditions but at 22"C (Spindter et a1., 1975)" For the salt-exLracted binding sites,

determinations of the k* and k- in

rat liver nuclei varied widely between the studies even
though similar assay conditions were used. Seelig et al"
(1981b) found k*=8.4 x 108 I"mol- 1 "hr- 1 and k-=0.0087 hr- 1,
while Thomopoulos et a1. (lgl+)
found k*=0.9 x 107
1"moI- 1.hr- r and k-=0"015 hr- 1 "
The association and dissociation rate constants of the trout liver site (K"=8"9 x 10s
1.mol- I,hr- 1, k- 0"067 hr- 1 ) were both faster, but generally
comparable t.o those in the rat"
The chemical specificities

of the trout and the rat sites
are similar.
?able 5 includes a comparison of the relative
displacement potencies of TH analogues in the trout and the
rat ( ta ken f rom the I i t.erature ) .
The ranked order of
relative binding affinities
is the same for both species,
though for mosL analogues the relative affinity
for the
trout site is higher than that in the rat indicating that
the former is less specific in its recognition of TH.

15.1

The conclusion that Lhe TH nuclear binding site has been

conserved in evolution is

supported by analogue competition

studies on coho salmon (parling et â1., 1982), the tadpole,
(Galton and Schaafsma, 1 983 ) ,
Lhe chick (Bellabarba and
Lehoux, 1981), the quail (weirich and McNabb, 1984), and the
rat and the human (Schuster et al., 1979)" These studieso
which compared a limited number of analogues, showed
evidence that the site

no

has different chemical requirements

in representative species from different classes of vertebrates.

Weirich et al" (1987) have recently reported that the
Stokes radius and sedimentation coefficient, and therefore
the molecular weight of the T3 binding particle, are
identical in the rat and the lake trout,
thus further
indicating a high degree of evolutionary conservation,
5.5

EVIDENCE THAT THE BINDING

SITE IS À

RECEPTOR

The TH binding properties of the trout hepatic nuclei are

consistent with the hypothesis that Lhe binding site represents a form of TH receptor homologous to that in the
mammal. rt binds the hormone with high affinity,
limited
capacity, and there are highly specific chemical requirements for recognition of the hormone" In these respects t.he
site resembles a T3 receptor (nurt , 1978) " However the
critical connexion beLween receptor binding and the initiation of a ceIlular response cannot be est.ablished at
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present because no early cellular T3 response
the trout"

is

known

The hypothesis that the binding siÈe represents a

in

T3

receptor is partially supported by the observed uneven
tissue distribution of the sites.
Differences in receptor
abundance in different tissues may indicate different
degrees of hormone responsiveness with respect to either the
magnitude or the diversity of the response (Silva and
Larsen, 1986)" A correlat.ion between the number of sites
and the degree of responsiveness would support the
hypothesis that they mediate the hormone actions.

There is some information regarding T3 actions in
different tissues of the teleosL though in some cases these
could be indirect thus obscuring the correlation with the
presence of the putative receptor. The tissue distribution
of the nuclear binding sites in the trout is, however,
broadly consistent with t.he known tissue-specific T3
actions. These actions are reviewed briefly below.
T3 has several actions on the teleost liver"

in vivo it

increases the levels of

!{hen given

free amino acids
(Thornburn and Matty, '1953 ) , stimulates ¡{a*/K* ÀTPase
activiLy (Omeljaniuk and EaIes, 1986), increases Lhe
activity of the hexose monophosphate pathway (Hochachka,
1962), increases a-GPD activity (paul and Medda, 1985) and
increases the rate of leucine incorporation into protein
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(Narayansingh and Eales, 1975)"

T3 also increases the rate
isolated hepatocytes (nhattacharya

of proLein synthesis in
et a1.u 1985), and it acts synergistically with somatotropin
to cause t.he release of somatomedin-Iike activity from liver
slices in vitro (Komourdjian and Id1er, 1978), thus
indicating that T3 may act direct.ly on the liver cell.

In vivo administration of T3 increases the c-GPD activity
and protein and mRNA concentrations in different regions of
the brain of the singi fish Heteropneustes fossilis (Chosfr
et al", 1983). Thiourea decreased the brain c-GPD activity
in the same species, and this effect was reversed by adding
T3 (¡¡edda and Ghosh, 1984)" Under certain conditions T4
depresses succinate dehydrogenase activity
in the brain and
the opposite effect occurs when the hormone is added
directly to brain homogenates (negum et aI", 1984)" 14
given in vivo increases methionine incorporation into
protein in the brain of the trout and the ee1 (Leloup et
aI., 1971).
In the teleost there is evidence that T3 may act to
increase the hematocrit (reviewed by Eales, 1979), and it
may regulate the appearance of adult hemoglobin in the
salmonid (Suttivan et al., 1985),
Sullivan et aI. (1987)
found that the concent.ration of saturable T3-binding sites
is much higher in proerythrocytes than in the mature RBC,
consistent with t.he present finding of low numbers of T3
binding sites in the toLal RBC suspension used in this
study

"
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To my knowledge there is no effect of T3 has been demon-

strated in the spleen, though such an effect might be
inferred from the action of the hormone on erythropoesis
(gales , 1979)

"

Thyroid hormones appear to play a role in regulation of
and may
the parr-smolt transformation in salmonid fish,
regulate the associated changes in ion Lransport across the
9i11 (Dickhoff et aI., 1982), Physiological and pharmacological doses of T4 (nickhoff et ã1", 1982) and T3 (Omeljaniuk
and Eales, 1986) tend to modify giIl microsomal Na*/K*
An effect of thyroid hormone on osmoreguÀTPase activity"
lation would also implicate the kidney, where binding sites
are also foundr âs a target tissue.

In the teleost Lhe pituitary influences the thyroid
system, af f ecting iodide met.abolism (Higgins and 8a11,
1970), plasma T4 levels (Grau and Stetson, 1977 ) and extrathyroidal T4 deiodination to T3 (r.evin and Ea1es , 1982) " T&
has direct effects on the pituitary"
T4 alters the histological appearance of thyrotroph and gonadotroph cells when
added to cultured pituitaries (¡aker? 1965r 1967,1969; Sage
and Bromâg€¡ 1970) " T4-containing pellets implanted into
inhibit the release
normal and autotransplanted pituitaries
of TSH activity (as measured by radioiodine uptake by the
thyroid) in the goldfish (Peter, 1971, 1972). In these
studies T4 rüas used rather than T3. The T4 effects may have
been secondary to 5'-monodeiodination to T3, oFr since
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pharmacological doses were used, the effect of T4 may have

occurred by cross reaction with the T3 receptor. The
results presented in this thesis do not exclude the possi-

bility
that there is a separate T4 receptor in the
pituitary "
The relatively

low cross-reactivity of the T3 binding

site with r¿ may reflect a qualitat.ive difference between
the liver and the pituitaryr or the trout and the charr T3
receptors. This greater selectivity for T3 would increase
the importance of Tq 5'-monodeiodination in TH effects
mediated by this receptor"
the limited evidence of T3 actions in different
tissues of teleost fish these findings show that there is a
general correlation between the presence of specific tissue
responses and the presence of high-affinity nuclear
T3-binding sites "
Based on

Since the present study used isolated nuclei,

it remains
possible that there are other classes of TH binding sites in
other parts of the cell.
Hov¡ever, in vivo studies of
rainbow trout Iiver failed to show saturable [ 1 2sI]T3
binding in endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria or the
cytoplasm (Van Der Kraak and Ea1es, 1980)"
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5"6

PHYSTOLOGICAL

FÀCTORS AFFECTTNG THE SITE

Reduction of the plasma T3 levels is

associated with

a

reduction in the hepatic nuclear T3 binding capacity" The
drug ipodate reduced both plasma T3 levels and the T3
receptor capacity (rable 17) though it should be noted that
ipodate also decreases plasma T4 levels and alters the T3
and T4 plasma clearance (Cyr and Eales, 1986), In a future
experiment it will be of interesL to add T3 together with
the ipodate to rule out any direct effect of Lhe drug on the
T3 receptor. Ipodate and the closely related iopanoic acid
(appendix A) have been shown to displace [125r]Ts binding to
rat hepatic and pituitary ce11 nuclei (DeGrooL and Rue,
1979; Pascual et al", 1987) " In the present study the
concentrations of the drug were not high enough to explain
the observed reduction in the binding capacity"

orally (rabIe 18) or by immersion in a
T3 solution (rable 17) did not alter the T3 binding
capacity. This lack of effect of hyperthyroidism agrees
with the findings of Bernal et aI. (1978) with rat liver
nuclei and does not agree with Nakamura et aI, (1985), who
report a decrease in T3 receptor number in the hyperthyroid
rat Iiver.
Exogenous T3 given

Estradiol reduces plasma T3 IeveIs in the protocol used
in this study, and causes a slight decrease in T4 levels as
(Cyr et aI",
well isignificant in one out of three trials)
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. The ef f ects of. t.his hormone on the T3 receptor
capacity could be either direct or secondary to changes in
1987b)

plasma TH ]evels"

Starvation depresses plasma T3 and T4 levels in rainbov¡
trout. This effect is significant after 6, but. not 3 days
(flood and Eales, 1983) " The reduction of the maximal T3
binding capacity occurred after 3 days of starvation (table
15) and may therefore not have been mediated by changes in
the plasma hormone levels.
Increasing the ration above t.he
maintenance l-evel increases T4 leve1s and T4 deiodination to
T3 in the brook trout (Higgs and Eales, 1978 ) and increases
both plasma T3 and f4 levels in the arctic charr (Eales and
Shostak, 1985a)" the plasma TH levels were not measured in
the present study; however there was no ration-rel-ated
change in the T3 binding capacity (tab1e 14),
The sLarvation-induced reduction in

T3 binding capacity

is consistent with results in the rat where receptor
capacity declines after 3 to 5 days of starvation (Burman et
â1" , 1977; Decroot et a1" , 1977 ", Schussler and Orlando,
1978)" Such a decline was also observed by in vivo methods
in rainbow trout starved for 3 days (Van Der Kraak and
EaIes, 1980).
The greater number of T3-binding sites in

t.he smaller

fish (figure 21) r{as not likely due to their faster growth
rate, since the largest fish in the single population of
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fish represented in Table 13 had a slightly lower maximal T3
binding capacity than the smaller fish.
Further, Èhe trout
which received the Iargest ration in Lhe ration-experiment
(fable 14') grew at a faster rate but the T3 binding capacity
was not greater.
The T3 receptor number may therefore be
more closely related to the size or developmental- stage of
the fish.
Thyroid hormones play a central role in growth and development in mammals (reviewed by tegrand, 1986) and amphibia
(nrieden and Just , 1970). Thyroid hormone receptor levels
have been shown to increase during fetal

development in

(see section 2"8"2) and during amphibian metamorphosis (Galton and St.Germain, 1985; Moriya et aI., 1984) "

mammals

A similar

developmental role

for TH is suggested for
juvenile salmon where plasma T4 leve1s increase during the
parr-smolt t.ransf ormation (pic¡<nof f et â1. , 1982) " A higher
number of T3 receptors in small, rapidly growing trout
would be consistent with a developmental role for the
hormone.

In conclusion, the present study indicates that trout
cell nuclei contain a T3 receptor, This putative receptor
binds the hormone with high affinity and specificity;
there
are a limited number of sites per nucleus and it is present
only in certain tissues " T4 binds only weakly to this
recepLor and there is no evidence of a separate binding
site.
T4 may therefore play a role as a pro-hormone with
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respect. to actions mediaLed by t.he hepatic nuclear receptor,

including the response to starvation. The number of
receptors in the liver is decreased by factors which cause a
reduction in plasma T3 levels" The liver may therefore be
less responsive to the hormone under such conditions"
For future study it may be profitable to investigate the
relationship between receptor occupancy and early cellular
response. It would be of parÈicular interest to invesitgate
changes in the expression of total po1yA mRNÀ in trout of
less than 50 gm sinceo judging from the the number of
receptorsu small fish may be more responsive to Lhe hormone.
Also of interest for future study would be the use of the
c-erb-À oncogene as a possible probe for Lhe T3 receptor
gene in the trout. This would allow a direct determination
of the degree of evolutionary change in the primary protein
structure of the trout receptor compared to that. in the rat,
the human and the chick" It may also allow development of a
cDNA probe to measure the degree of receptor mRNA
expression. Such a method may be more accurate and precise
than using saturation analysis to measure changes in the
number of recept,ors.

Appendix A
STRUCTURES OF TH ANALOGUES

B-anilinonaphthalene-1-sulfonic acid (a¡¡S) .

0-Ns*

diphenylhydantoin
Cþt"çþ{.C00- Ns"
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sodium ipodate.
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@å*.
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iopanoic acid.
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"
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Chemical structures continued.

--@-b-*i#:T
6

reverse T3 ( rT3 ) .

e

Hse{e0Õ*

Triiodothyropropionic acid (rnrpnop)

__b__p__,iffiMethylene-bridged T3 (un-rg)

Di

iodotyrosine (orr)

Appendix

B

SEPHADEX ELUTION PROFILES OF THE BTNÐING ASSAY
SUPER}TATÀNT AND SOLUBTLTZED T3 BINÐTNG STTES
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Figure

232

G-25 Sephadex elution profile of the supernatant

from the in vitro [12sI]T3 binding assay with
whole nuclei" 1.0 ml of assay supernatant þ¡as
eluted from 4ml Sephadex columns using the assay

buffer (buffer 2)" At the arrow the Ir25I]T3 was
eluted with human plasma diluted 1:10 in buffer
2" The solid line represents total binding" The
dotted line represents binding in the presence
of 10-1 M T3" The first. peak represents the
macromolecular bound fraction, the second
represent.s free iodide and the third represents
T3 eluted by the plasma binding proteins.
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Figure

242

Sephadex c-25 elution profile of the 0.4 M NaCl
protein extract of purified liver nuclei. After
24 hr of incubation with [12sI]T3 under sÈandard
assay conditions 0.5 ml of the extracted protein
solution was added to a 4 ml Sephadex G-25
column " Àt the arrow [ 1 2 sI ] T3 was elut.ed f rom
t.he column using human plasma diluted 1 :10 in
the incubaÈion buf fer (rpl¿ + 0,2M NaCl and 5 mM
MgCl z ) The solid Iine represent,s tota'I binding ,
the dotted line represents binding in the
presence of 10-7M T3"
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